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Preface

t has been nearly two decades since i travelled with the author of

this book to the City That Never Sleeps, to attend the International Gift Fair. The

visit to the Big Apple, mostly done on foot, was an unforgettable experience for

me. Not only did I not dare to call a taxi – the distinguished professor still nowa-

days prefers walking – but we experienced culinary excellence that we have been

reminiscing about to this day. Later, when I was revisiting the city, on my own or

in company, I continued to visit the gastronomic locations, marked by the au-

thor’s comments or our pondering new book projects. Together with him, and or-

ganised by Rokus years later, Manhattan experienced the greatest promotion of

Slovenia in the USA – under the umbrella of National Geographic.

Our other projects, such as Masterpieces from Slovenia, The Cuisine of Slovenia,

Heart Edition, Taste Slovenia and others, were conceived similarly. There is a whole

range of written synopses – the author’s true calligraphic works of art, mostly

sketched out on tablecloths … I am glad to estimate that we have brought to life

95 percent of the ideas which were conceived through our discussions. My editions

include 18 original books by the author, and 18 translations into four foreign lan-

guages. The photograph of the author entertaining the Japanese princess unfor-

tunately disappeared through the photographer’s (un)skilfulness, but Tokyo media

nevertheless managed to cover their delight at Grom’s Easter eggs. There were

dozens of other epic adventures on our trips around the world (one literal).

With the Kranjska Sausage and Potica books, Rokus Klett Publishing – which

otherwise only publishes textbooks in recent years – contributed to the conserva-

tion of the values and heritage that are otherwise largely ignored by the Slove-

nian book producers. This monograph, initiated by the author’s birthday

celebration, is without doubt the peak of the author’s and my personal publishing

endeavours. No need to dwell on that here; the subject, the photographs and the

top design will absolutely overwhelm you, dear reader and faithful customer.

With Rokus’ publishing projects, this has – from the very beginning – always

been the genuine goal of the author and publisher.

rok Kvaternik
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oline have never been just a method of slaughtering a pig. They are an

elaborate process of cutting up and preparing meat products, but they

are also much more. They were primarily, and somehow still are a cele-

bration, a social ritual that forges family ties and ties with neighbours

and communities. I spent several years gathering the material for this

book. I documented my first koline in 1966, and have continued to par-

ticipate in this tradition until today. As a follow-up to my monographs

on staples of my homeland’s cuisine, Kranjska sausage (2011) and

Potica (2013), this book speaks about another feature of not just food,

but an annual ritual of significant social dimension. Gathering the mate-

rial in the field, I increasingly began to recognise the great variety of this

tradition, in both Slovenia and abroad. I’m convinced that some of the

readers will say: This is not the way we do it…we do it differently!

It was impossible, even after several decades of study, to capture all the

varieties of this primeval ritual, indicative of not only individual regions

but also varying in form from house to house within a single village. Some

families carefully guard the secret ingredients, and their quantities, for

their sausages. The situation is similar with spices and herbs. Great vari-

ety is reflected in the local words for slaughtering, the making of meat

pro-ducts, the subsequent socialising, indeed for the whole ritual and

celebration. The most widely-used term is koline (pronounced koh-lee-

nay). In some areas, the word refers to the entire working process, with

a feast at the end, though it can also include all the products, or just the

blood sausages. The blood sausage itself is referred to as kolina in

some places. In Notranjska kolina refers to the entire process: The

slaughter itself, the making of meat products and the festivities.
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JJ Author J o s i p  J u r č i č wrote: Pigs will be for kolina this autumn.
The word kolina1 was first recorded in the 17th century: There is no
written evidence of any of the linked terms, kolina, koline and furež,
prior to this. The word can be found used by J a n e z  s v e t o k r i š k i ,
who also went by the name of t o b i a  L i o n e L L i (1647–1714). Two
examples are quoted in the dictionary: • She slaughtered a pig and
brought St. Blaise a kolina (collina); • Who slaughtered it at that specific
time and brought St. Blaise a kolina (kollina). These two examples show
that it was about bringing offerings in the form of kolina for the feast
day of St. Blasius (3 February) – the patron saint against the diseases of
the throat and neck, though people also prayed to him against the Bora
and other winds and storms – his feast day also marked the beginning
of the first cutting in vineyards.

1 – Courtesy of Alenka Jelovšek, Fran Ramovš Institute of the Slovenian Language, Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of
Sciences and Art.



The plural form koline has been known since the 18th century. In the Slovene – Latin

dictionary (produced 1680–1710), the word koline is translated as porculatio. There

are two more words given: Klanle and pork koline. Koline can also refer to any

food that was served once work has been done. The other most common name, par-

ticularly in the north-eastern and eastern parts of Slovenia, is furež, furovž, furož,

furežna, plus a whole range of similar local and regional terms that also refer to

the entire celebration, a feast with koline or just the meat products, the most ubi-

quitous of which are sausages. Some sources argue that the word furež is derived

from the German words Voreich, Vorolch or Wurstbrühe. In some areas, the

slaughter and making of meat products is referred to as furež, while the feast, es-

pecially if it includes blood sausages, is called koline, though it can also be the other

way round. In Haloze, for example, the word furež included also black soup (a blood-

based soup) or loose black pudding (die Wurstsuppe) as a side dish to koline,

while in Gorenjska, furovž means mashed potatoes with milk. In addition, a whole

range of other local and regional names exist in Slovenia, when referring to koline.

Quite a few of them are derived from the word klati (to slaughter), e.g. koljerija,

klaja (Dolenjska), kwáne (Gorenjska), prasca klat (Idrija and Cerkno regions),

klanje (Kras), klajne (Notranjska), dan ko kolejo (Ravensko and Dolinsko in Prek-

murje), gujdeka klati (Prlekija). From the word ubiti (to kill) were derived the

terms ubujvanje (Gorica region), ubijanje, ubiti prese (Kras), ubiti kunića,

prasca (Slovenian Istria). The words praščina (Bela krajina), prašičji praznik (Tri-

este Kras, Kraški Breg, Trieste area), svinjski praznik (Vipavska dolina), prašćina

(Croatian Istria) refer directly to the pig (prašič). An emphasis on the festive side is

included in the expressions domači praznik (which might be translated as home

holiday, Brda, Vipava Valley) and dom �č praz  nk (Gorenjska). Other terms in-

clude mesarija, masarija (Goričko in Prekmurje), masarija, zabádanje (the

Rába region in Hungary), bekarjenje (Brkini) and mala ohcet (Dolenjska).

Slovene and also Slavic terminology is related to the word pig, while sow is used

for specific reference to the female animal, and also in everyday speech (e.g. sow

meat instead of pig meat), although both terms – pig farming and sow farming –

are used when referring to the animal husbandry. More emphasis and more fre-

quent use of the words pig, pig farming and other derivatives could be explained

by the fact that, compared to sows, pigs were more often used for slaughtering

and for koline. Sows were primarily intended for breeding.

21

Many of the above expressions are derived from the word prašič (pig).
Many technical terms, such as prašičereja (pig farming), are also 
derived from prašič, which is why it is used throughout this book, when
referring to both pigs and sows and the related animal husbandry. 
In daily conversation, sows are often called pigs, and vice versa.
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12
MONTHS

Our ancestors were well aware of the fact that a sow or a pig

should be at least 12 months old at the time of slaughtering. It

guaranteed maturity and, most of all, the quality of meat. Meat

from heavier animals was better quality, and it was even tastier

if smoked. Appreciated were the pig breeds with less fat. The

ratio between fat and meat had to do with the pigs’ diet. A pig

of 150 kilograms was big enough to fulfil food requirements of a

family of four for one year. Good quality pigs were, and still are,

those that feed on cereals, grass, chaff and root crops (beet,

turnip, carrots, poor quality potatoes), but not at all on slops, i.e.

all sorts of waste food from households and catering establish-

ments. Meat from pigs that don’t eat enough vegetables is pale,

while otherwise it is beautifully red. People used to be well

aware of which houses feed their pigs with slops. The same was

the case in towns, where the housewives knew exactly where

the pork was coming from, and they used to say: We will not

buy pork (including koline) from this farmer; he feeds his

pigs with the slops, collected from some of the inns.

The main feature of pigs is their role in human nutrition. Interna-

tional scientific literature often contains the notion that European

civilisation is based on the pig. The usefulness of the pig for food is 

very clearly reflected in the English phrase: From nose to
tail! Walter Filiputti, the author of the book Friuli-Venezia

Giulia: Path of Flavours, confirmed the English phrase in

2004, and thus the versatile, complete usability and importance

of the pig and all parts of its body: I will somewhat
jealously steal from the Andalusians their
typical way of expressing the character of
their region: Friuli-Venezia Giulia – to remain
within our boundaries – is like a holy pig; 
we throw away absolutely nothing. The versatile 

usability of the pig is expressed in a Spanish proverb: Every-
thing is used from the pig, including the way
it walks! In Slovenia, the edibility of the entire pig is often

emphasised. For example, a proverb from the Sevnica area says:

A pig is good from head to ass! In some areas, people

tend to say: From nose to tail, we only throw away
the bristles, as we no longer make brushes!



owadays, a lot is said in Slovenia about two pig breeds and their (positive) importance for nutrition. Pre-
ferring to rely on their intuition, the supporters and enthusiasts of one or the other are often not even
very familiar with them, from a more scholarly or scientific perspective. Because it is “fashionable”, they
quote their names, particularly when dishes are served in restaurants, at feasts and when frequently re-
ferring to the properties of their meat and meat products for a healthy diet. These two pigs are mangu-
lica (Serbian) or mangalica (Hungarian), and the Krško polje pig. Both breeds also evoke tales of
their origins and indigenousness. Both the Hungarians and the Serbs pride themselves on the origins of
mangulica/mangalica. The Serbs even erected a monument to mangulica in Sremska Mitrovica. At
120 kilogrammes, the Hungarian pigs have up to 15 centimetres of fat on their backs. Mangalicas, reaching
up to 300 kg, have their fat layer up to 25 cm thick. The fat is icy white, it melts in the mouth and tastes
wonderful. The Serbs believe that mangulica was developed by Miloš Obrenović (1770–1860) at his own
piggery. Kmetovalec, a journal for the education of Slovenian landowners, published an article in the
1870s to the effect that both Miloš’ [Obrenović] breeds (i.e. the big and the small mangulica) are
so excellent for the Hungarian lands, with the abundance of its pastures, that every single
pig producer is buying them and getting rid of others, not so good ones… The meat is conside-
red good and tasty, its fat is hard and firm, unrivalled by any other pig. Together with the 
monument, this pig is also included in Sremska Mitrovica municipality’s coat of arms. Weddings by the
monument to mangulica are a major attraction. According to the local rituals, the bride in her white
wedding dress should mount the monument of the mangulan boar and – sitting astride – take it by its
testicles. According to a legend, stroking its left testicle brings a girl, and the right one a boy. If the bride
is brave enough to hold both testicles, she will give birth to twins.

here is no such colourful story about Slovenia’s Krško polje pig; however, it is the only preserved indige-
nous breed. It originates in the common ancestor of domestic pigs, the wild boar and its sub-breed, the Eu-
ropean and Asian wild boar. Some sources quote a third original breed – the Mediterranean wild boar,
however studies have rejected it. The oldest preserved record of the Krško polje pig, refers to an 1851
record of its widespread distribution in Dolenjska. Modern breeders tend to point out its undemanding na-
ture and the good quality of its meat. Their diet is simple, containing root vegetables, potatoes and other
bulky fodder. An expert says: Cows should learn from pigs how hay should be consumed! Krško
polje pigs also provide excellent smoked ham. A famous Slovene chef, Janez Bratovž, once said: Roasting
the flank of the Krško polje pig at low temperature will yield a dish that will make you want to
lick your plate! Compared to other breeds, Krško polje’s meat is juicier and tastier. Its fat has an ideal
ratio between omega 3 and omega 6 acids. Pig farming has long been a woman’s job in Slovenia. Ethnolo-
gist Irena Rožman shares an interesting memory of her grandmother’s attitude towards the Krško polje
breed. She initially wasn’t interested in this pig breed, primarily due to its physical appearance, with black
and white bristles. When Irena’s grandfather had brought a young Krško polje pig, she told him gruffly to
take it back to where he found it to spare us the humiliation, because it is as ugly as sin! Pigs
are, therefore, not just about weight, meat and fat and other features, often appearing in extreme rela-
tionships, and when describing positive and negative characteristics. This already brings us closer to the re-
lationship between the pig and the human that very likely has the most direct impact on the position of
this animal among family members – the society that was developing the koline ritual and bringing the
relatives and locals behind the same table. In the company of koline, they were looking for answers to fun-
damental questions, they were trying to understand life and death, values, issues of morality, including ob-
scenity, and even relationships to their ancestors.
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espite frequent statements that pig farming as a commercial activity

was developed already in the Early Middle Ages, some records and

conclusions speak in favour of its longer presence in history. The wild

pig was arguably domesticated in the Middle East, between 9000

and 10000 B.C, and in Europe between 7000 and 9000 B.C. Archaeo-

logists found pig bones in south Anatolia and north Iraq, and wall

paintings from a temple in south Anatolia also bear evidence of it.2

Some authors say that the pig was domesticated in China, and sheep

and goats in the Middle East. Pigs were reared back in classical anti-

quity. The original breed of the domestic pig (Sus domesticus) is the

wild boar (Sus scrofa). It was widespread in Europe, Asia, North

Africa and Indonesia. The wild boar was domesticated at two agricul-

tural centres, one in Europe and the other in Southeast Asia, where

the European wild boar (Sus scrofa scrofa) and the Asian wild boar

(Sus scrofa scrofa vittatus) sub-breeds were domesticated. The

former matures late, and its fertility and growth are poor, whereas

the latter matured early, and it was prone to putting on fat and grew

faster.3 Pigs, goats and sheep were domesticated slightly earlier than

were plants. Things were similar with meat products, as people had

probably discovered long ago this fundamental property of pigs,

where almost each part of its body is useful. Among the products,

sausages stand out.

2 – Accessible at: http://agri.bf.ini-lj.si/Pedag/html/prasicereja/arhiv/Salehar/kr2.htm.
3 – Accessible at: http://agri.bf.ini-lj.si/Pedag/html/prasicereja/arhiv/Salehar/kr2.htm.
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S The history of the sausage usually dates back to the s u m e r i a n s ,
around 3000 B.C. Making and storing techniques were undoubtedly
known even earlier, ranging from anything between the ability to arrange
and use as much of the slaughtered animal as possible, to developing
meat storing techniques. Salt played the key role4. Cutting up pigs from the
back side, processing dried meat and cooking barley stew with smoked
ham were some of the prehistoric staples that have survived in the 
e a s t e r n  a L p s  until the present day5. Several authors believe that
the n e o L i t h i c agricultural “revolution” and the advent of the first
civilisations also resulted in spending less time hunting. More emphasis
was placed on livestock farming and its slaughtering, including all the
breeds, still known today: Cows, sheep, goats and p i g s .

4 – Slapšak, Svetlana, Kuhinja z razgledom, Eseji iz antropologije hrane, Ljubljana 2016, p. 201.
5 – Barth, Fritz Eckart, Bronzenzeitliche Fleischverarbeitung in Hallstatt. Arheološki vestnik 52/2001, p. 142.
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a symbol of the Sun, it is also an animal of death
and a fertility symbol, which often made it a ritual
sacrifice. Remnants of this ancient tradition have
survived to this day, which is still reflected in the
custom of eating pork at New Year’s or, as an un-
written rule says: Pork should be eaten over
New Year, because the sow uses its snout to
root forwards, while hens use their claws to
scratch backwards. Initiation rites of Eleusinian
Mysteries included sacrificing sows for the god-
dess Demeter. At the centre of these mysteries
was the vegetation myth of the grain cycle, and
the sow was known to destroy crops. During the
ritual, sows were thrown into caves and, accor-
ding to some interpretations, Persephone was
seen as a sow. The Celtic goddess, Caridwen, was
also seen as an image of a sow. The sow was
often a symbol a mighty goddess, such as Isis,
Demeter, Artemis. With the Semitic peoples, the
pig was the animal, sometimes a personification
of god, who killed the god of growth. For exam-
ple, a pig killed Attis, Adonis, Tammuz, Osiris and
others. Also in a Slavic myth, the goddess
Marzanna kills Jarylo, the god of growth.

Andrej Pleterski argues that ancient Slavic cui-
sine was obviously focused on cereals, much
more so than on dairy products and meat. De-
spite that, the koline of ancient times were
not significantly different from today’s.7 It
was, of course, different in terms of slaughter-
ing techniques and preserving meat and meat
products. In the Etruscan diet, the pig had an
absolutely dominant role, which made pig farm-
ing the predominant agricultural activity. The
role and meaning of food, including making and
consuming koline, were different among the
Greeks and Romans than they were among the
so-called barbarian Celtic and Germanic peoples.
The latter were already familiar with forest gra-
zing of pigs. Meat was an important part of their
diets, and instead of oil, they used bacon and

while general use of pork in Roman cuisine origi-
nated in Celtic tribes. Sausages were important
meat products. During the rule of the Roman
emperor Nero, they were a regular culinary com-
panion of a hedonistic festival called Lupercalia.
Despite giving priority to happy vegetarianism,
the Romans consumed meat. Immensely popu-
lar was pork, as well as a variety of sausages,
made with fillers that consisted of blood, meat,
pork, bacon, cereal, spices and herbs.10 For the
Romans, the pig was not an animal but four-
legged meat. Bacon and ham – salted, smoked
and dried – were the only kinds of meat that
were preserved and eaten cooked. It did not stop
the decaying process, though, but it was cooking
that made meat non-perishable. As pigs were
often used as sacrificial animals by the Romans,
they included pork as a symbol and the main
feature of grand feasts. Pigs were sacrificed to
the god Mars. During the time of the Roman
Empire, many slaughterhouses operated and the
slaughterer’s and butcher’s jobs were highly-re-
garded and influential. They would proudly dis-
play not only the whole animal but also
individual cuts of meat, depicted very realisti-
cally. Out of all animals, pigs occupied the prime
spot, and were the butchers’ and slaughter-
houses’ chief attribute. Several authors, includ-
ing Apicius, refer to Romans’ best cuts of meat,
meat products and offal. They included ham,
blood sausages, ears, and sows’ uterus and re-
productive organs. They praised pork offal, liver
in particular. Fresh pig’s liver was cooked with
seasoning, wrapped in pork membrane and
grilled. Ingredients in the recipes usually include
wine, pepper, mint and a fish sauce called
garum. A Roman tombstone relief clearly
shows a slaughterhouse with different cuts of
meat and offal, hanging on hooks. The butcher
is chopping a pig’s head. The depiction clearly
points out that all parts of the pig, from head to
legs, can be used for food.
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here are many worKs on the origins and
development of the pig, but many are unreliable,
based on legends and other unverified records.
For example, in his Short Catalogue of the
Things That Are Eaten and Drunk from
Among Ancient, Rediscovered Foods,
the Renaissance writer, Ortensio Lando, wrote
that the Egyptian Laberius was undoub-
tedly the first to eat pork. It is exactly this
kind of meat that the famous Galen adored
more than any other, especially if it was
from a tender and fat castrated pig. It can-
not live in the dry Arabia; however, it is de-
dicated to the fertile Ceres. When a cheerful
party gathers, it is fairly unusual if some
pig is not devoured.6

Koline have always been a celebration, not sim-
ply a question of slaughtering technology and
making meat products. In some parts of Slovenia,
there was a belief that the slaughtered sow or pig
should be mounted by kids, to ward off stomach
pains and diseases. A common explanation today
is that koline are typical of wintertime, due to
low temperatures. On the other hand, it can be
explained as a sacrifice to the gods in the period
when nature has died or gone into hibernation.
Namely, it is difficult to comprehend that koline
enjoy their special status only because food is
good during the course of koline. Fine eating
also had its point in the diet of local communities
in wintertime. Slaughtering took place at each
house, and all the villagers were invited to join the
feast, which can lead to the conclusion that 
koline were indeed all around. Some of the
resulting products came as gifts, distributed to
individuals in the village. Some authors argue
that the cult of the wild sow existed among the
East Slavs. It was a sacred animal and, at the
same time, a sacrificial animal, associated with
the cult of Perun, which again explains koline as
a celebration. Although the sow is interpreted as

butter for cooking. Julius Caesar wrote about the
Germanics, that their diet included milk, cheese
and meat. However, they had no staple crop,8

such as grain in Greek and Roman areas, corn in
the Americas or rice in Asia. Instead, they had a
staple meat, represented by the pig. The pig is
not only the main character of Celtic legends, as
the first and indispensable among man’s sup-
porters. The Story of Mac Datha Pig is about
a giant pig, fed for seven years with milk
from sixty cows. When they served it to
guests, they put forty roast bulls on its
back.9 The Germanics were also familiar with a
myth about a paradise in the afterlife, where the
dead heroes are fed with the meat of
Saehrimnir, the source of life. It was cooked
every day, but was intact again every evening.
The Greek poet, Homer, makes mention of
sausages (something that could resemble blood
sausages) in the Odyssey, while the comic
writer, Epicharmus, even wrote a comedy about
a sausage, and one of Aristophanes’s plays talks
about a sausage seller, Cleon, a prominent figure
in Athenian democracy. Some authors cite the
ancient Greek cook, Aftonitus, as the first to
make sausages. Although the Greeks’ diet was
based mostly on fish dishes, they had a major
influence on the Romans, especially with the
culture of prosciutto and ham. The thigh and the
shoulder were considered as the best quality
pork, with the thigh at an advantage.

Culinary use of the thigh was developed in two
basic techniques: Air drying and eating it raw,
and smoking and eating it cooked. These two
techniques also define terminology, i.e. the dis-
tinction between prosciutto and ham. When the
Romans began expanding up north, they be-
came familiar with pig and poultry farming, and
they began developing meat dishes, called per-
fruges. Pork preservation methods with salt and
smoking were largely adopted from the Gauls,





The Romans were also familiar with markandela (pork 
liver, kidney, spleen, bloody meats, seasoning and dry 
meat or meat preserved in fat, wrapped in pork mem-
brane), still nowadays a typical koline dish in Friuli, 
Gorizia and Brda.11 The Roman cook, Marcus Gavius Apicius, 
dedicated in his cookbook De arte coquinaria – well-known in 
modern versions and hand-copied manuscripts – a whole chapter 
to sausages. In the recipes, he lists a number of possible fillers 
for fresh sausages. For casings, he suggests not only intestines, 
but also udders, ears, hooves and head skin, and for fillers eggs, 
brain, cereal, minced meat, leek, pine nuts and seasoning. 
Sausages were boiled in water or wine, but also sautéed or 
smoked in a smokehouse. • Sources talk about a variety of 
sausages. From liver and spices they made meat balls 
(omentata), from the filler of pork, wheat-meal and spices they 
made pasty sausages (farcimina), and particularly popular 
were lucanicae sausages, filled with pork, spices and local 
herbs. The names for these sausages survived also in medi-
eval recipes, and luganiga means sausage in the Friulian 
and Triestine dialects.12 It is evident that the culture of making 
and eating sausages in classical antiquity was vibrant and, most 
of all, a sign of haute cuisine, in contrast to modern times, when 
sausages are considered to be mostly a feature of the so-called 
“low cuisine”, or they rank as the food of low social groups or poor 
people. Not everywhere, however. Immense culinary importance 
of sausages in places like Germany should be pointed out.

11 – Plahuta, Slavica, Prehrana na Goriškem, Nova Gorica 2002, p. 15.
12 – See footnote no. 11, p. 15.
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4140 66long with maKing fresh meat products,
people’s efforts to preserve meat and meat
products also have an exceptionally long history.
Some authors hypothetically believe that preser-
vation by smoking is older than salting. The an-
cient Greeks were already familiar with the rules
of salting pig thighs and bone removal. In 301
AD, the Roman emperor Diocletian adopted a
regulation, according to which heavily salted and
smoked pig thighs were required to be replaced
by those moderately salted and dried in natu-
rally-circulating air. For this reason, the oldest
culture of making cured meat developed in the
subalpine areas, plateaus and mountain valleys
in the Alps, the Apennines and the Pyrenees.

Differences between Roman and barbarian worlds,
in terms of the perception of meat in diets, gradu-
ally became smaller and changes occurred. As early
medieval sources suggest, pigs – together with
sheep and goats – were by far the most popular
small animals. They accounted for 80 percent of
all animals reared on farms. They were, of course,
different from how they are known today. Based
on animal remains from the Early Middle Ages, 
archaeologists have found that pigs’ weight was
significantly different, and was between three to
four times lower than today’s average. The light-
est pigs weighed between 30 and 35 kg, and the
heaviest ones between 70 and 75 kg. It has been
found that a good quality pig yielded a maximum
of 45 to 50 kg of meat (compared to between 25
and 30 kg, yielded by a well-fed sheep). Animals
differed also in their appearance. Medieval icono-
graphy (on murals, for example) depicts pigs with
dark or reddish skin and hard bristles, protruding
ears and pointed snout and visibly pronounced
tusks. Already in the outward appearance they re-
semble wild pigs much more than domesticated
ones, as we know them today. In the Middle Ages,
pork was referred to as dark or red meat. It is a
fact that pigs grazed in forests, and were not kept

in pigsties, and this way of life made them look
skinny. Due to the extent of forest grazing in the
7th and 8th centuries, the value of forest size began
depending on the number of pigs grazing on
acorns, beechnuts and other forest fruits. Forests
were seen as a source of crops, similarly to cereals
in fields and wine in vineyards. Meat was becom-
ing an important source of food. When farmers
began taking pigs away from forest grazing in late
autumn, in order to fatten them in pigsties and on
farms before winter, it triggered major changes in
the development. Instead of a single year, pigs
were reared for several years. According to archaeo-
logists, they were almost never slaughtered be-
fore their first year of age; it mostly happened
after two years, or even later. Animal existence
was, therefore, related to its economic value and
taste. The rear parts were no more desirable than
the front ones, as today. Quite the opposite: In the
Middle Ages, the front parts were valued much
more than the rear ones. Medieval documents re-
veal the subordinate peasants’ liability to taxes to
landlords, often paid in shoulders, not thighs.

It is meat that received the most attention in the
works about food since the 5th century. Anthimus,
a physician of Greek origin, devoted a lot of atten-
tion in his epistle De observatione ciborum to
the methods of preparing pork: Grilling, roasting,
cooking and preparing it in sauce. It is no surprise
that the longest chapter is about bacon, which
was a Frankish delicacy. He explains that it can
be roasted just like any other cut of meat, although
it makes it too dry and it is better if cooked and
stored cold.13 If fried, he claims, it is harmful to
health, but good as dressing14 for vegetables and
other dishes – those that lack oil.15 Salted, smoked
and dried bacon had an important role for the diet
in winter months throughout the Middle Ages. It
was used as grease in central and north Europe, in
contrast to some Mediterranean areas, where
olive oil was used, but was not in abundance.

Meat had a central role in the system of cultural
and religious differences throughout the Middle
Ages. Representing Christian Europe and its in-
tegrity, the pig also had a purely symbolic mea-
ning in relation to the Islamic world.

During the Byzantine era in the 10th century, Leo
VI banned making blood sausages, which belong
to the earliest type of sausages. Concerned
about the use of pig’s blood and other animals
for food, it was the Catholic Church that was
against making blood sausages in the Early Mid-
dle Ages. It had to do not only with possible food
poisoning, but also with Christian faith, where
bread had a significant role in connection with
wine and oil. As early as in the 4th and 5th cen-
turies, Christian writers attributed to these
foods an exceptionally powerful symbolic signifi-
cance. Bread in its most underlying sense
represented Christ himself. 16 With the end
of the barbarian invasions in Europe, meat
and bread cultures began to mix and even-
tually, both acquired the status of (both
ideological and material) primacy and in-
dispensability.17 According to Montanari, This
could be referred to as polarity between the
Roman and the barbarian model, followed
by the polarity model between the mona-
stic and the noble. The goal was cultural
hegemony, i.e. playing with several faces
and meanings, where the values of social
ethics fight against religious morality, rea-
sons for famine against the struggle for
power (other variables, such as pleasure 
or health, should not be neglected).18

As late as in the 12th and 13th centuries, the dietary
system of the majority (farming) population was
based on fairly large quantities of meat. This was
connected with its nutritional value, as meat and
meat products were highly regarded, by poor
farmers in particular. Despite the Catholic
Church’s command to fast for forty days, the em-
phasis was mostly on the pre-Lent meat diet. It
was the peasantry who saw nutritional value in
meat, and privileged social groups had more
choice from among other treats. They included
fish, that were less filling and not so easily affor-
dable. However, the 12th and 13th century farmer
became increasingly limited to food supply from
his own property. Access to the forest became
more difficult19 and meat supply – especially pork
and game – began to decrease. Chickens became
a luxury, only afforded on special occasions.

The situation was a little different in the Euro-
pean Mediterranean lands, where the role of
meat in the diet was less significant. In north
Italy, for example, pork was much more common
in the diet than beef, as early as the 15th century.
However, meat consumption in those lands was
not negligible. In the first half and in the middle
of the 15th century, the Provençal pope’s kitchen
in Arles, for example, used between 66 and 67
kilogrammes of meat per person, compared to
the average of 26 kg among the commoners. 
A hypothetical value for Germany was estimated
at 100 kg per person, as opposed to 38 kg in 
Florence. In terms of meat supply, there were
differences between beef and pork. Because one
cow or one bull had too much meat for one fa-
mily, cattle slaughtering was never a family 
affair. As such, beef generally supplied demand
in towns with a higher concentration of buyers.
Slaughtering pigs or sows, i.e. koline, was a job
for professional butchers and autarkic family
economy, while cattle slaughtering signalled
the symbolism of market dynamics.20

A

13
Here, I am pointing

out to the comparison
with the minced lard,

still produced today in
northeast Slovenia as

an ingredient of
tünka.

14
He talks about 

crackling and lard.
15

See footnote 
no. 9, p. 25.

16
See footnote 
no. 9, p. 29.
17
See footnote 
no. 9, p. 33.
18
See footnote 
no. 9, p. 38.
19
On top of that, they
were afraid of the 
forest. Besides real
dangers (beasts), the
forest was also home
to spirits, supernatural
powers etc.
20
See footnote 
no. 9, p. 104.
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BOLOGNA 1250
the First Written ruLes on meat saLting
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At the same time, it further established the border and relations between the village and town. As early as the 14th century, individual butchers in
many Mediterranean towns specialised in the pork business. A hundred years earlier, in the 13th century, there were many specialised sellers of pork
and pork products, after which they were named, for example: sowers, baconers, dry meaters, intestiners, etc. Their work included cutting up and
processing pork and salting and separating bacon. Slaughtering was, therefore, not part of their job; this was the butchers’ role. They were also not
allowed to work directly with farmers – pig-rearers. The first written rules on meat salting were penned in Bologna in 1250. There was also an abun-
dance of resellers, filling their meat stalls with meat and meat products. The time between slaughtering a pig and consuming meat products was
considerably shorter than today, despite curing techniques. • In the Early Middle Ages, making and selling sausages became illegal, as they were a
symbol of sin. They were related to Roman fertility festivals, Lupercalia, popular in Nero’s era, and they were banned. However, these (legal) prohibitions
were obviously not sufficient disincentives. Roast sausages with sauerkraut or kale were a popular dish throughout the Middle Ages. They also found
their way on the plates of the doges of Venice and patriarchs of Aquileia.

12TH/13TH  CENTURY
gooD manners anD sociaL separation
The 12th and 13th centuries brought another innovation, not without importance for making and consuming pork dishes. In the court atmosphere
of the 12th and 13th century, good manners became a sign of social distinction, no longer based solely on the quantity but also
quality and the way food was consumed.21 Attention was directed to side dishes, tastes, flavours, also shapes and colours of food. This brought
about the first cookbooks after late antiquity. Spices grew in importance to enhance tastes, and salting, drying and smoking were used as a means
of preservation. Spiced fresh meat was eaten mostly by the members of privileged social groups, while preserved meat was the diet of peasants and
the poor. The former consumed preserved meat, too, but to a much lesser degree. In the 12th and 13th centuries, pork, preserved in brine, was still a
staple food for urban population and peasants, while in the next two centuries, urban populations were already able to afford beef and veal, which
were the most excellent and expensive meats on markets. • Consuming fresh food was a sign of status and social rank throughout the Middle Ages.
Meat consumption was enormous. The European elite consumed large quantities of fresh meat, also in winter months, while all other social groups
were mostly limited to preserved meat, if they had access to it at all. • (21 – See footnote no. 9, p. 81.)





n the Middle Ages, the largest population of pigs was in the area of France and Germany, with sheep pre-
vailing in Britain and the Mediterranean. This is also reflected in the records of the food of that time,
when dishes with very little beef dominated in France. They contained mostly pork and poultry, together
with the best cuts of mutton. Prevailing was also simultaneous use of young animals for outstanding
local and regional dishes. • Urban societies of the 14th and 15th centuries increasingly cherished mutton,
while a symbol of peasant food was pork in brine. Popularity of pork began to wane after the 14th cen-
tury. Mutton was an important ingredient of menus for special occasions, especially at Easter. It took
centuries before cooked Easter ham took over. In towns, mutton was a typical diet even for poor social
groups, who abstained from pork. This was a way of creating their self-image and need for self-
identification.22 However, pork didn't completely disappear from the menus of urban population, and
even courts. There is a story about it from the court of Cosimo de’ Medici who, in 1430, greeted guests
from Constantinople. Tables were laden with goods, the atmosphere was festive. During the meal, the
Archbishop of Constantinople spoke to the host: Believe me, I haven’t had such a lavish meal for a
long time, but I cannot sign the agreement before tasting some pork. God forgive me for my
superstition, but that’s the way it is. Cosimo de’ Medici replied: What your Excellency has on the
plate is true and genuine pork. Astonished, the Archbishop said: Pork? Impossible! But Medici
went on: Oh yes, roast pork in grated zest, thyme, rosemary and laurel leaves. This was followed
by Archbishop’s excitement: Arista, excellent! And then other Greek cheers followed: Arsita, arista,
ariston, outstanding, an outstanding meal! With their mouth full of Florentine pork, even before
the Archbishop had signed the agreement that brought the Medici great wealth, some toasted each
other with red or white wine that both went well with the tasty pork.

rom that day on, the renowned roast pork in aromatic herbs is called arista fiorentina (Florence roast)
and ranks among the most popular dishes of Tuscan and Italian cuisine.23 • An analysis of taxes, recorded
in medieval urbariums, has shown that they included pigs, either as whole animals or their better parts,
such as shoulders or chops. Along with taxes, the pig was also becoming a domestic animal, literally vital
to sustain the whole family throughout the year. Eating meat was a social privilege and a status symbol
among the nobility and the bourgeoisie; however, in the second half of the 14th century, the consumption
of meat began to increase also among other social groups. The meat trade began to flourish, with a sub-
stantial contribution of eastern regions, including the Balkans. The period until the 1550s can be re-
ferred to as the era of European meat eaters,24 with the exception of the Mediterranean, where the
role of meat in the diet was not so vital. As opposed to previous times, there was enough meat on the
peasants’ tables of the 14th and 15th centuries. Beef, the market share of which was increasing, was prima-
rily intended for town markets. Cattle slaughtering was also not a family job, as it was with pigs. Koline
and pork were typical family diet, while beef was often part of the common, mass diet in towns.25 This
drew the line of demarcation between the “image” of pork as a symbol of family, autarkic eco-
nomy, and beef, a symbol of new market dynamics. This was a division between the old forest
economy and the new livestock farming; between the country and the town.26 In the 14th and 15th

centuries, forest exploitation rules in Europe tightened up. Forest grazing of pigs was becoming prohibi-
ted, and the domestication of pigs began on farms. Some medical books advised against eating the
meat of animals kept in sheds and pigsties. Game was recommended, but few could afford it.

I F

22 – See footnote no. 9, p. 104.

23 – See footnote no. 6, p. 170.
24 – See footnote no. 9, p. 101.

25 – There are examples about it from our
cultural environment, where an ox spit
roast was considered to be celebratory

community food, at important
events and celebrations.

26 – See footnote no. 9, p. 104.



The territory of modern Slovenia was characterised by farmers paying a tax for forest grazing of pigs, in the
medium of cash or pork shoulders. Until the 16th century, pigs grazed in beech and oak forests. Having your
sows and pigs in beechnuts meant grazing them in a beech or oak forest, where beechnuts and oak acorns
were abundant. Named after beechnuts, such grazing was called žirnica or žirovina. If it was a beechnut

year, žirova (beechnut grazing) in beechnut forests was abundant. Forest owners, landlords, were collecting their
special tax, in cash or pork shoulders, called žirovščina, žirnina, žirovnica (the Latin glandaticum, or German aas-
recht). An easement for forest grazing was called žirovina, žirjenje, and included the area of common land. Some
estates in Primorska were able to lease out the right to forest grazing, because it was abundant. The pigs that grazed
there were called acorn sows, acorn pigs. Although forest grazing was becoming increasingly restricted in Europe, its
strong presence continued in Slovenia until the 17th, 18th and part of the 19th century. There were several terms denoting
fattened pigs, such as basuljec, basulja, krmec, krmek, krmača, krmak, krmljenka, pitovnik, pitovnica, pito-
vna, pokrmna svinja and podkrmni prašič.• The oldest reports on the extent of pig farming in the Slovene territory,
which indirectly included koline, are related to place and land names. The names of places and mountain peaks are a
testimony of developed pig farming, for example Svinjak, Svinjska vas, Svinjski grič, Svinjski hrib, Svinjski vrh, Svino,
Žirovnica, Žerovnica and others. The oldest written records are about the taxes that serfs paid to landlords. By the 14th

century, most of the taxes related to pigs were paid in the area of Gorica, the Vipava Valley, Brkini. The reason was the
favourable nearby Italian markets. Later, the situation changed dramatically. Pig farming in this part of Slovenia is also
related to its arguably centuries-long prosciutto tradition; i.e. preserving pork, especially thighs, by salting and drying
them in the Karst Bora wind. Urbariums reveal that serfs paid a sow tax, very likely determined by the size of pigs. A
document from circa 1300 talks about a conflict between the farmers of Hrastovlje and the neighbouring Kubed. The
latter took the booty. Mentioned are (wild) pigs, referred to as pigs (porci) and sows (sues) of different sizes and ages.
The Urbarium from 1464 says that the people of Bohinjska Bistrica and of four oxgangs (an archaic land measurement
unit) in Nemški Rovt were required to pay, in the month of March, “6 denars and 44 pfennigs, 11 ½ piglets, 4 young goats,
14 modis (1 modi amounted to around 56 litres) of wheat” etc. The tax in piglets is connected with the feast of St.
Anthony (17 January), when pork legs were given away to be auctioned, where they were sold to those without their own
pigs. Half of the collected money was given to the church in Rovte, and the other half to the one in Bistrica. The poor
serfs of the Laško Estate were allowed to take their pigs for grazing in its oak and beech forests. For this right, each serf
was required to give, once a year to the lord of the manor, a pail of oats and a hen. The serfs in Žusem were to give one
hen and one sausage, and in Kozje, one shoulder of each slaughtered pig. The wealthier could pay their taxes in cash.
Sources also reveal prices, such as 15 denars for a pig, 16 for a sheep, 5 for a lamb and 1 for a bushel of oats. Serfs most
often paid their taxes in pigs, their parts and products (shoulders, sausages), while taxes in hens, eggs or cheese were
also common. In the Middle Ages, the most advanced pig farming existed in lower Štajerska and Dolenjska.• Some rare
images of pig farming and koline in Slovenia also date from the 15th century. The oldest scene of pig slaughtering can
be found in a Brabant calendar from Bistra near Vrhnika, from 1415, as the illustration for the month of November. De-
picting this subject matter for November makes sense: Firstly, because of that period’s pasture grazing, that was related
to grazing in oak and beech forests, despite opposition elsewhere in Europe; and also because koline took place in No-
vember, and people could supply themselves with goods for the coming December celebrations.• In the church of St.
Mary in Škriljine near Beram in Istria, a motif of two pigs from 1474 has survived on the mural, showing the flight into
Egypt. Pictured are two domestic pigs, whose appearance implies that they are descendants of the European wild pig.
On the mural from 1490 in Holy Trinity church in Hrastovlje, the 11th medallion of the months shows pig slaughtering. On
a Celje ceiling, painted in circa 1600, the depiction of winter includes pig slaughtering.•

žirnica, žirovina, žirovo,
žirova, beechnut grazing,
beechnut forests, 
žirovščina, žirnina, 
žirovnica, žirovina, 
žirjenje, beechnut sows,
beechnut pigs.
basuljec, basulja,
krmec, krmek, 
krmača, krmak,
krmljenka, pitovnik, 
pitovnica, pitovna,
pokrmna svinja,
podkrmni prašič.
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Paolo Santonino
An interesting written record comes from the travel log of Paolo Santonino, the jurist of the patriarch 
of Aquileia. For the year of 1487, he says that the people of Savinja archdeaconate live in splendour
and sell, every year, a big, well-fed pig for one ducat. In a year, they consume twenty oxen,
over one-hundred rams and sheep, twenty-five pigs, over sixty geese, around four-hundred
hens etc. He also provides information that he always houses up to 70 people, both clerics and laymen.
Pleterski estimated27 that each person ate a good third of a pig, equalling between half and one 
kilogramme of meat per day. 

15th Century
Also dating from the late 15th century (1487) are records on a special preservation method of pork in
minced lard, which later developed into a food, known in Slovenia since the 18th century as Prlekija
tünka or Prekmurje tunka. In castles and presbyteries, this was a method of preserving pork, ground
bacon (zaseka) and tallow in wooden buckets (kibla, čeber).

Lent
For centuries, the culture of meat diets and meat-eating societies has been heavily influenced by the
rules of the Catholic Church, dictating fasting periods, prohibiting eating meat for between 140 to 160
days per year. Such a nutritional regime, which also established koline’s time slot in the calendar, was
initially typical of hermits and monks, and later spread to all people. The reasons for introducing and ob-
serving fasting periods and days were different: From the penitential ones to connecting meat-eating
with pagan customs and animal sacrifice, and scientifically-confirmed medical findings that eating too
much meat boosts sexual appetite, which was not a Christian virtue. Only in the 9th and 10th centuries did
fish (together with cheese, legumes and eggs) appear as a fasting alternative, becoming a perfectly ac-
ceptable food and the opposite of meat in fasting diets. Montanari28 says that “the battle” between
meat and fish, between pre-Lent and Lent, was a rhetorical figure, spreading after the 13th century.

27 – See footnote no. 7, p. 26–27.
28 – See footnote no. 9, p. 108.





15.TH CENTURIES16.TH
The 15th and 16th centuries brought a number of dietary changes. Firstly, there were 
rules to restrict extravagance, aimed at preventing boasting and prodigality behind 
the table. However, this was not a question of morality; it was more about social 
and political control of respective social groups that needed to distinguish them-
selves also by their eating manners. They tried to precisely define di�erences in 
social positions also with the foods and extent of eating. Quality equalled social 
power. Noble, sophisticated and special dishes would suit a nobleman’s 
stomach, while a peasant’s stomach would be pleased with simple, easily-
made dishes.29 The poor majority had to be happy with leftovers. Pheasants and 
partridges were considered as refined and the most sophisticated food, followed by 
all other meats, including pork. The next change was making the table increasingly 
pleasing to the eye. Dishes were artistically decorated, they were often displayed 
in processions before putting them on the table. Meals would last for hours. The 
selection of artfully decorated dishes included golden roasted suckling pigs and 
varieties of sausages. In short, the emphasis was on shapes, appearance, theatri-
cality and scenography. This was in contrast to the diet of poor people, who were 
aspiring to the imaginary, mythically utopian “Land Far Far Away” or “Cockaigne”, 
also called “India Koromandia”, in Slovene folklore. There, wheat fields are lined 
with pieces of roast and pork shoulders… where anyone can freely eat or 
drink, taking anything they wish, fish or meat, without restrictions…30

29  See footnote no. 9, p. 115.
30  See footnote no. 9, p. 125–126.
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The Renaissance mainly restored pigs’ and pork’s former dietary 
glory. Renaissance cooks referred to the antique Apicius and 
Athenaeus, answering the everlasting culinary question: How to 
best prepare the meat of Mr. Pig?! The old methods of salting, drying, 
cooking, roasting and filling restored the sow’s royal position in the 
kitchens of Renaissance rulers. They were competing in creativity, 
how to praise ham, prosciutto, leaf fat, hooves and offal. In the pig’s 
honour, they would make plaits from salamis and sausages, they 
would first mourn the slaughtered pig, and then celebrate it. Dying 
in dignity, the pig left behind his will, a unique Renaissance gastro-
nomic document as a legacy to all eaters of that time. Wise as he 
was, he demanded in his will that he should be dried according to 
his own instructions, and roasted carefully. He left the snout to poor 
men and the manure to farmers for their fields. Offering some 
dignified consolation to the mourning gourmets, he offered them his 
own body; bristles and hairs to painters for brushes, bones to 
gamblers for dice, and ground hooves to gardeners as fertilizer for 
their vegetable and flower beds.31 • In towns, the closest attention 
was directed to food providers for the town dwellers: Butchers, 
bakers and stallholders. Ljubljana was no exception, and butchers 
caused the most troubles, with their stubbornness and arrogance. 
In 1544, the city issued new rules for butchers, which the latter tried 
to avoid. The city hall would not yield, and repeated its case against 
the disobedient in 1547. They risked a fine of 10 ducats, if disobey-
ing the butchers’ order or refusing to sell meat to anybody.32

31  See footnote no. 6, p. 184.
32  Mal, Josip, Stara Ljubljana in njeni ljudje, Ljubljana 1957, p. 17.
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ull exploitation of porK for food purposes
finished only in the 16th century. A lot of credit
goes to Protestants’ views on diets, and their cri-
tical attitude to the rules on meat fasting restric-
tions. Martin Luther was polemical in his writings:
Eat, drink and dress as you like. God 
doesn’t care what we eat, how we dress.
A forty-day fast has been enough, enough of 
abstinence – and most of all, enough of war
against meat.33 Lard came into widespread use,
and the 16th century marks the beginning of ma-
king meat sausages, joining the much older blood
sausages. In order to boost pig farming for the
purpose of increasing lard quantities, forest gra-
zing was joined by indoor farming or feeding pigs
in pigsties – detached wooden, and later also
small brick buildings or parts of sheds. The archi-
tecture of pigsties, although mostly made of
wood, was being improved, acquiring an increas-
ingly strong and functional structure. The front
side had extended roof – an overhang – protect-
ing the opening at the feeding trough from rain.
Above the trough, there was an overhead door
(bautara) that allowed the distribution of food
to the pigs. Root crops and barley were increa-
singly being included in pigs’ diet. The other door
in the pigsty was at the rear, and provided access
to pigs and let them out to the run, called a dvor,
dvorina etc. Prior to the widespread use of lard,
food was often dressed with cheese, and during
Lent, also fresh or cooked butter curds, also called
maselnik.34 Food was also dressed with flax and
olive oil. Following the two hundred-year plague
epidemic that decimated the population of Eu-
rope, changes in arable and livestock farming
were also responsible for the development of
sausage culture. Needs increased for long preser-
vation of meat, which had been known before
with the use of intestines and other parts of ani-
mal bodies, such as the bladder or stomach. This
was associated with increased pig farming in
pigsties. It was a result of general European 

tendencies for the reduction of forest grazing and
free-range pig farming in forests. In the Slovene
territory, forest grazing was totally prohibited
only after 1881, due to the danger of spreading
animal plague. Together with lard, bacon and oils,
butter became increasingly popular, which played
a significant role in the development of fatty but-
ter sauces, which entered European haute cuisine
after the 17th century. Butter and bacon remained
staple foods in general diet of the peasantry.

In the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, pork traders
bought young pigs in Croatia and at a fair in Brežice.
The cross-border trade included thousands of
pigs per year. The pork and sow road crossed
Slovenia. Pigs were led in huge herds from the
Croatian border and Brežice along the Krka and
across Bloke to the Vipava Valley and other parts
of Kranjska, where they were fattened for own
food supply or for sale to Veneto/Venetia. In that
period, pig farming was still poorly developed in
the areas, such as Štajerska, which later, before
WW I, became the leader in this branch of animal
husbandry. Underdevelopment of pig farming in
Štajerska can be explained by a lack of extensive
oak forests and by importing pigs from Croatia,
Slavonia and Hungary in the 16th and 17th centuries.

Written records by Elias Andrian, the keeper of
the Vrbovec (Braslovče) Castle, show an increase
in the share of pork and koline products in the
17th century. In a letter to his lord in Graz in early
1620, he reported that a fire had turned the new
chapel to ashes, that Bishop Hren had built in
the north wing of the castle two years after pur-
chasing it. Bishop Hren purchased the castle on
3 April 1615, from the Štajerska territorial estate.
The letter contains a postscript in the ancient
Slovene language, talking about the quantity of
koline products (12 red sausages, 6 stuffed
stomachs, 4 liver sausages, 5 blood sausages,
2 backs and one stomach).35

It was Johann Weikhard von Valvasor (a Sloven-
ian polymath and member of the Royal Society)
who wrote, in 1689, about pig farming in Gorenj-
ska. He reports that, instead of Easter lamb,
many people were bringing different foods for
Easter in their baskets. They included ham and
shoulder, salted beef, eggs, boiled with brazil-
wood, and a cake. In the territory of Škofja Loka,
a stew of smoked pork and barley was eaten.

Urban populations, too, not only farmers, were
involved in pig farming. Many houses had their
own pigsties, and koline in urban environments
took place every year. This was connected with
some dangers, documented in historical records
for Ljubljana, where bad smells wafted over the
city, due to koline. Technically, the city hall ar-
gued that koline posed a great risk of fire. But
the main reason for citizens’ frustration was the
habit of singeing the pig after slaughtering, in-
stead of dipping it in scalding water and scra-
ping off its hairs. Singeing caused a bad smell
that annoyed the citizens. In 1767, 1770, 1781,
1784 and 1802, the city authorities ordered the
citizens not to singe pigs among the houses, but
only outside in the field.36 In the 18th century,
pork was more or less a regular item on the
menus in restaurants. Historical data reveals
that, in Ljubljana in 1743, a simple meal (soup,
cabbage, beef, stew, pork roast and salad) with 
a jug of Dolenjska wine (cviček) and bread cost 
21 korunas (kr), or 24 kr with Vipava wine instead
of cviček. A meal for servants and the coachman
(soup, cabbage, beef, barley stew) with a jug of
Dolenjska wine and bread was 16 kr per person,
while bed and a light (candle) cost 4 kr.37

The history of food in Europe in the 18th century
was affected by increased population growth, in-
sufficient growth of crops, and agricultural un-
derdevelopment. The situation was, therefore,
similar to that in the 11th, 12th and 16th centuries,

but the extent was much larger this time.38 New
crops – with corn and potatoes playing the cen-
tral role – were introduced and established
themselves. The gap between social groups also
widened. There were frequent comparisons to
farmers eating like pigs, except at wedding cere-
monies. Such behaviour determined “their social
status and revealed their fundamentally animal
and impolite nature”.39 Many authors believed
that farmers were eating bad food, and also im-
properly. In the 18th century, there were conflict-
ing opinions on eating meat every day, and this
time also marked the beginning of vegetarian
doctrines. Vegetarian food was labelled as the
food of peace, and meat as the food of aggres-
sion. The abundance of meat – an ancient sign
of wealth, power and nobility – was no longer
generally approved of and accepted. When these
principles reached unprivileged social groups
(farmers, workers) they were often accepted
with arrogance. Valentin Vodnik’s appeal, in the
first cookbook in the Slovene language in 1799,
having a significant educational importance,
therefore comes as no surprise. In it, he says:
The goal of cooking is to protect your
health… And to this end, sensible cooks will
stay away from abundant fat, lard, grease
and bacon, pork and cured meat…40 How-
ever, Vodnik had to wait until modern times for
his recommendations to take effect; and still
only with mixed success. Pork supply and con-
sumption have not declined, nor have pig
slaughtering at home and making koline. In
Ljubljana in 1847, for example, city authorities
were first required to move pig fairgrounds to
Cerkvena ulica, and later again to the Cukrarna
front yard on Poljanski nasip.
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Mercantilism of the late 18th and early 19th century, and its industrialisation, began introducing new pig breeds, but
they didn’t work out. In the second half of the 19th century, agricultural companies imported a considerable number
of the English Suffolk pig breed to Kranjska, and Berkshire and Yorkshire breeds to Štajerska. The otherwise
excellent breeds were not adapted to the local climate, and the pigs failed to gain deadweight. For this reason,
some began mating English boars with local sows, which brought some success. But this led to the gradual disap-
pearance of old, original pig breeds, including the Krško polje pig, first extensively described by V. Rohrman in
Kmetovalec (Farming) journal in 1899. The author emphasises the widespread distribution of pig far-
ming in lower Dolenjska, especially in the area of Krško polje. They reared the so-called striped pigs.
The rear part of their body was black and the front was mainly white, often in the shape of a wide
stripe around its body. The head was medium long and straight, with long hanging ears. The breed
was distinguished for its good fertility, good appetite and gaining heavy weights (adult animals 
weighed between 250 and 300 kg). Already at the time of writing this article, this local breed was
being enriched with the Yorkshire pig.41 Our ancestors were also familiar with the Gorenjska black-patched
pig and the Solčava black pig breeds, but they disappeared.

by the mid-19th century the pig farming situation in slovenia had changed:
• Slovenian Styria was the leading pig farming region. The available data suggest 143,000 pigs were present at one
census. • Kranjska was estimated to have around 63,000 pigs at that time. • Slovenian Carinthia boasted 53,000 pigs.
• Primorska had 28,000 pigs.42

in 1902 a census of domestic animals was taken, revealing the number of pigs in slovenian regions:
• Slovenian Styria: 230,000 pigs. • Kranjska: 170,000 pigs. • Slovenian Carinthia: 93,000 pigs. • Primorska: 35,000 pigs.

the numbers in Štajerska soon doubled.
Just before WW I, the largest concentration of sows and pigs was in the Ptuj area (38,000) and the lowest in the
Škofja Loka area (4,700). By late the 19th century, Slovene lands had exceeded the Austrian pig farming average.
The pig was the pivotal domestic animal, largely affecting food culture, and also social life and spiritual creativity.

cross-breeding yielded three basic breeds:
• Domestic black-striped or the Krško polje pig. • Short-eared pig with noticeable standing ears. • Floppy-eared pig;
more muscular, white and less demanding to raise.
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(here were more and more articles directing farmers toward proper pig farming and the related working
procedures and hygiene. Publishing different articles and instructions, an important mission in this field
was fulfilled in the 19th century by the journal Novice, gospodarske, obrtniške in narodne (News,
Economy, Crafts and Nations), as well as some other journals and newspapers, directing farmers to
intelligent pig farming. Great emphasis was put on grazing pigs in nature. An article in Novice in 1888
(18 April, no. 16) talks about it: Pigs are usually kept in sheds, but it would be natural to send
them to pastures and forests, to feed on beechnuts. Such rearing is in harmony with nature,
it’s cheaper and yields the most profit… Our sows often miss the benefits of wandering under
the open sky for the whole year. The breeding sow is often stuck for the whole winter in a clo-
sed dark shed, with no light or fresh air penetrating it. The poor animal is dug into a thick
layer of mud and terrible dirt… Better off are the sows that are able to go freely to graze or go
for beechnuts. They are pigging out on grass, herbs, acorns, snakes, frogs etc., drinking water
and bathing in great luxury. They are prospering and not developing diseases… Articles
warned against excessive smoking of meat products, and gave examples from Goriška where farmers
had useful experience with air drying, possibly with some smoking. Novice reported on this issue in 1878
(24 January) and in 1880 (24 November): Bacon in Goriška is treated quite differently from that in
Kranjska. In Goriška, bacon and prosciutto are never smoked, while in Kranjska they are
kept in the smokery for too long, which makes them too dry, wooden, I should say… Our house-
wives in Kranjska trust smoking more than simple drying on air. We would, therefore, suggest
taking care of proper smoking and salting of the meat.

T

In the late 18th and early 19th centuries, 
beef, veal and game dominated city kitchens. Beef was consi-
dered as the soul of a good kitchen, while farmers put pork in this
position. It was included in the meal on special occasions, on Sundays
and during periods of hard work. Some cuts of pork and some cured
products had an important symbolic role. Easter ham is one such exam-
ple, after it had replaced a much older use of lamb for this feast. Judging
only by cookbooks and written recipes of that time, it could mislead one
to the conclusion that pork was not consumed in cities. The absence of this kind of meat and its food
products means that pork was generally used in urban areas, while cookbooks mostly suggested to
the cooks of that time the possibilities of using other kinds of meat that had not yet been widespread
as staple and celebratory food. Pork dishes began to appear in recipes gradually, and relatively very
slowly in cookbooks in the second half of the 19th and in the 20th century. For example, recipes for
pâtés, different kinds of sausages, roasts, blood sausages and liver sausages appeared.

being huge fans of pork
and meat products, city dwellers began to travel to koline,
and to seek out other dishes in the suburban restaurants that specialised in offering seasonal pork,
especially koline products. Sunday pork roasts in restaurants were also popular. In their shops and
stalls, shopkeepers sold a variety of local and regional koline products. Pork gradually grew in im-
portance. Not only was it popular with city dwellers (the so-called “bourgeoisie”), but it was also very
suitable for workers, artisans, foresters; in short – for the people whose “stomach is as firm as their
fists”.43 The selection of pork offered by catering establishments and hotels was poor. For example,
on the menu of Ljubljana’s Union Hotel in 1920, there were only two dishes – roast pork back and
Prague ham with horseradish. At roughly the same time, some of the hotels and restaurants offered
grilled sausages with sauerkraut, fresh blood sausages and rice sausages. The situation can be clearly
seen from the number of slaughtered domestic animals in Ljubljana in 1929. The following was
slaughtered in that year: • 9,426 head of cattle; • 18,111 calves; • 25, 887 pigs.44 • This suggests that the
selection of koline in cities was in direct proportion to the dietary ideals of the city dwellers of the
time. Life was beginning to change, which included eating habits. Restaurants in small towns reared
their own pigs, slaughtering one each week and making koline. • Improved standards of living in the
19th century meant that the consumption of food of animal origin gradually surpassed vegetables.
The demand for pork increased dramatically, not only because any cut of pork was suitable for cooking
and eating, but also because the pig was a cheap animal to rear and feed. Products, such as bacon,
ham and all types of sausages had a long shelf life, and were tastier than fresh meat. In the 19th cen-
tury, the first cooking courses were offered and schools opened. Their curricula included improve-
ments in making koline. Special attention was paid to hygiene, meat and meat product preservation
and the introduction of new dishes. •
43 Kuhar, Boris, Dobra meščanska kuhinja, Ljubljana 2007, p. 182. • 44 See footnote no. 43, p. 183.
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decreased, the relationship between Lent and
pre-Lent periods was severely affected. Many
foods and dishes began losing importance and
cultural significance. Co-existence of meat and
fish dishes continued, as they acquired an equal
status on the menus in restaurants.45

Before WW I, the then-Slovene territory was the
best market in which to sell young and adult pigs
and sows for meat. The Ptuj area alone sold more
than 200 railway vehicles’ of young pigs per year
to Tyrol. The former Kranjska region was selling
pigs to Carinthia, and the young pigs mostly to
Istria and Primorska. However, these markets
mostly closed after the war. Losing only 2% of
its sales volume, pig farming was not dramati-
cally affected and the drop was marginal, when
compared to other branches of animal hus-
bandry. In cattle, for example, the drop was 32%,
and 54% in sheep. 303,917 pigs and sows were
registered in 1921, compared to 298,225 in 1937.

A report from 1938 says that the original
Krško polje sow, at least the pure one, no
longer exists. However, traces of this origi-
nal sows can still be found in the remotest
parts. At least in outward appearance, co-
lour and some dimensions, they still resem-
ble it. This sow distinguished itself by the
ability to produce fat and good quality
meat.46 Already in 19th century food culture, pork
appeared on the menu only on special occasions.
Fresh meat was consumed at koline; otherwise,
it was cured meat. A familiar proverb says that 
a stew is good only if a pig’s foot steps into it.
Each farm household reared at least one pig, as
parts of pork were the only food treats. For spe-
cial celebrations, specific cuts of pig became
popular as obligatory foods. For example,
smoked and cooked pig’s head or foot for
Shrovetide, or brawn (žolca or žuč in Goriška)
for Easter. A proverb from Dolenjska says: 

Each limb has its name day! By the late 
19th century, Slovene lands had exceeded the
Austrian pig farming average, but pork supply
was still insufficient. Most was consumed when
the work on the farm was considered the most
laborious. Similar is true of cured products, often
served for lunch for the workers in the fields and
vineyards. Part of November, December and Jan-
uary were the months of abundant food supply,
as this was when koline took place. Koline
time in villages was also reflected in towns, in
Goriška, for example. Shop windows drew at-
tention to village celebrations. On blue
paper, shop keepers would display pork
neck, liver, typical Friuli and Gorica fresh
pork products, sausages, cotechini, muset-
tes, liver sausages, mulce and other delica-
cies. City dwellers treated themselves to
pork in the nearby local restaurants, offe-
ring special menus on those days. A ball
was held in Štandrež, and homemade
treats were served to the guests. People
drank wine from the local cellars and ate
homemade salamis and sausages – skin
sausages and lung sausages, made into
plaits. Lung sausages, served with kale
were particularly popular. For Candlemas,
a popular choice for gourmets from Gorica
in the local restaurants was salty pork ribs
with sauerkraut or sour turnip, local sau-
sages, boiled in wine, pork sausages with
sauerkraut, grilled sausages…, wrapped in
paper and roasted in embers or hot ashes
in a wood-burning stove, and the so-called
markundele or marcundelis, made from
pieces of offal, ears, pork neck, wrapped in
pork membrane.47 Easter was important for
the role of pig farming in celebratory food. Ham
and prosciutto became popular in the 19th cen-
tury, while lamb declined in importance. Farmers
were selling ham and prosciutto at the town
markets, which was a source of income for them.

Even today, some elderly people say that, in
Kras, prosciutto was made to be sold; only some
of the wealthier families would keep them for
their own consumption during the festive period. 

Between WW I and WW II, pig farming was the
most developed in Štajerska, especially in the
areas of Ljutomer and Ptuj. In Ljutomer, the av-
erage was 10 to 12 sows per farm. Out of all ori-
ginal breeds, only the Krško/Krško polje pig, has
survived. It is also called the black-striped,
striped or patched pig. Originally, this pig was
very popular also in Gorenjska, but its rearing
was gradually abandoned after WW I. With an
abundance of beech and oak forests in Posavje,
conditions were good for free forest grazing on
beechnuts. Opposing the grazing ban from the
19th century, these pigs grazed there, especially
in autumn. Pig farming was developed also in
Prekmurje.48 Before distributing the landlords’
land to farmers, large pastures extended across
estates and the local shepherd (vèški kanâs)
would tend to pigs for the whole day. When
drought stopped grazing, pigs were taken to
forests, up to two hours’ walk away, where they
fed on beechnuts (bükevco). After land reform,
pigs grazed only around houses. White sows
were the most highly regarded, gic sows were
rarer. These were curly with a spiral tail. When
the sow was in heat (se hüče), it was led by
kanžòurs or kànžars (from Hungarian kan =
boar) to the pig. The sow delivered between 4
and 10 suckling pigs, or gudeks. In Prekmurje,
some women would breastfeed weak little pigs
so that they survived.
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he monotony of everyday food in the 19th

and 20th century was broken with wedding and
local celebration feasts. Fresh meat, meat and
cured meat products, farinaceous dishes, wine,
schnapps, beer, increasingly also coffee etc. were
often available at such celebrations and family
reunions. Pork, rabbits and cocks featured, all
slaughtered before the celebration. Namely,
good food and celebrations were important in-
gredients of social life, in any society. However,
this is not true of the said centuries only, but
also of the preceding ones and modern times.
Coming in very “handy” in the past centuries to
show off your wealth and social status, the cele-
brations stood out, with their display of the ex-
tent of food and drink consumption. It made the
policy of celebrations and the related pleasant
tastes an important factor in creating complex
societies, and also the growth of some civilisa-
tions in the historic development. Most of the
pork and meat products in the 19th and 20th cen-
turies were dried in smoke and air, and in Pri-
morska in the Bora wind. It became highly
popular to immerse meat in fat or put it into
lard, which was especially typical of Štajerska,
Porabje, Prekmurje and Gorenjska. These preser-
vation methods were known also in other re-
gions, but they were not prevailing.
The 20th and 21st centuries brought about dra-
matic changes in dietary habits. The whole Euro-
pean food system had become increasingly more
urbanised. Ties between food, climate changes
and territories had loosened, a thousand-year
famine among the Europeans had finally been
beaten, largely thanks to food technology and
improvements in transport. Economic and cul-
tural ties between food and territories loosened.
Dietary habits became the subject of market ini-
tiatives of large producers, supported by adver-
tising systems. A lot of it was down to increased
business and tourist mobility. The range of tradi-
tional rituality, based on food and meals, rapidly
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? hen they were four weeks old, they became piglets, and after 6 to 8 weeks they stopped suckling. They
were now fed cooked turnip, bargunda (also called rabundia or burgola which are vegetables, similar
to carrots, suitable as pig feed), potatoes and wheat bran. They also soon became accustomed to slops
(in Dolinsko) or ščava (Ravensko, Goričko). If not sold, they were kept for breeding. Fattening began when
the sow was a year and a half old, while fattening the boar, or čoka, began when it was no longer good for
breeding. Fattening began in October at the latest and went on until February, unless the need for fat
arose sooner. They were fed with potatoes, turnip, bargunda, corn, millet and water mixed with corn
flour. The less well-off farms kept one sow, and the wealthier ones between two and four. In good condi-
tions, a fattened pig or sow would put on a weight of 150 to 200 kg. For example, a four-person household
with 14 acres of land would rear two pigs, with a combined weight of 200 kg and yielding around 90 kg of fat.

In the period before WW II, pig farming was least-developed in the regions of Kočevje, Logatec and
Radovljica. More extensive development of pig farming was hindered by the economic situation. Never-
theless, some significant measures were taken:

• The Krško polje and Šentjernej regions specialised in piglet farming.
• The Ormož region specialised in farming breeding sows.
• Gorenjska specialised in fat-pig farming.
• Dolenjska specialised in prosciutto-pig farming.

In terms of the age of grown-up pigs, the border was shifting from east (Krško polje) to west. In other words:
From young pigs in the direction of the former pig road, aiming to produce prosciutto, and pigs reared to
develop plenty of fat. It became deeply rooted and often affected pig farming orientation in Slovenia.

fter WW I, stealing pigs and koline became a real problem in the border areas, for example in Haloze,
Prlekija and Slovenske gorice. This phenomenon still exists today and, at koline time, daily newspapers
often report on koline and meat product thefts, even directly from freezers. While today this is mainly
the work of the Romani (gypsies), thefts between the world wars were mainly attributed to the people
of neighbouring Croatia. This is where the old, politically-incorrect proverb comes from: The Croats are
thieves (Hrvatje – tatje). Two reports (in Slovenski gospodar, 20 December 1933 and 3 January 1934)
include the following:

For a number of weeks before Christmas, starving Croatian tramps and vagabonds have been
stealing around Haloze. They prefer fattened pigs and turkeys. It is a known fact that the
Croatian stealing nuisance is daring enough to kill your pig in your own shed and take it away.

And now they have picked on furež in Slovenske gorice. Two sows, weighing 80 and 250 kg
respectively, have been stolen from the landowner Ignacij Kocmut’s shed during the night.
Kocmut heard the thieves, but out of fear for his own safety and life, he didn’t dare confront
them. After Kocmut, the pig takers paid a visit to the landowner Ivana Weissbacher in Kicar,
taking away her 90-kilogramme sow. Terezija Rojko in Spodnji Velovlak also had stealing
guests at night. They took away her 50-kilogramme furež. In the same village, a whole com-
pany of thieves tackled a 200-kilogramme sow in the pigsty of the landowner, Tomaž Arnuš.
However, the owner drove them away, saving his furež. Arnuš counted some 8 thieves, who
took two shots at him on their run. It is hoped that the police will trace these most daring crooks.
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And when the guy came, not only did he ask; he would go around and check it for
himself! “OK, one cow declared; here is one cow.” And then everything else, hens…
only mice, I think, were excluded. And then he would speak: “And where is the other
sow?” And my mother would say: “There isn’t one. What I have shown you is what
has been declared; this is what we have.” Surely, we had another illegal sow! Heck,
she would have ended up in Dachau the next day. And off he went. And this poor
sow was growing in permanent darkness. It was impossible to install a window. I
can’t tell whether this sow could see at all; whether it was able to stand light at all.

Then, my mother cooked the liver. It was past midnight, when the liver was cooked.
She made them in sauce. We sat behind the table. There were special blackout cur-
tains available, called trbunklunga, that didn’t let the slightest light out, that the
partisans or the Allies or whoever was shelling or whatever they were doing could
see. And we were, of course, looking forward to the liver. So, my mother cooks it,
puts it into a bowl, a single bowl for everyone, we all sit down and dig in. Out of the
blue, something shoots above our house and it shakes. In the hospital, the troops
kept tanks with a kind of short barrels. And so, the Germans saw light in Konjiška
gora. We just put the spoons down and went to bed, our clothes still on. We couldn’t
eat the liver; we were too scared. And we didn’t know what it was. We thought that
someone had seen our light. Someone must have been going up Konjiška gora. This
hill is just below 1000 metres high, and someone must have been going up, possibly
carrying a torch. Seeing that light, they were thinking: “The partisans are there!”
And they started shooting. Good Lord, I will never forget that fear. Never!

There were people from Konjice taken to camps in Germany, of course there were.
Breg is the next village from here… There was a farmer there; Klinc was his family
name. These people, too, slaughtered pigs illegally. And someone reported them.
And so they came. I have no idea who it was; were they the armed forces, was it
the military police, was it the Gestapo… Who would know? There was everyone.
Came and found. To Dachau. The whole family. Parents. You either lived and came
back, or you didn’t live. For one sow. It was terrible what happened in Dachau.49
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WseconD WorLD War • The situation during WW II 
was different, due to special circumstances. Pork was
important to feed the not only civilians, but also soldiers fighting in
the Slovene territory. There is an interesting account of it by a J. z.
from Ruše and her childhood in Slovenske Konjice during WW II.
Whatever you grew at home was declared, officers kept dropping
in, registering things. Well now, we W e r e  a L L o W e D  t o
s L a u g h t e r  o n e  s o W . But one sow was not enough for
everyone. We needed two sows, and my mother reared one 
illegally. A makeshift shed was built; so everything was
completely out of sight. On top of that, the front wall with 
the door was completely stacked with corn straw. It was tied in
bundles and stacked up.

And then it was slaughter time, in winter. But how? The blackout regulations were very, very strict. God forbid
that a single ray of light should shine, as the Allies would already begin shelling. Or partisans or anybody else.
Or here, from the back…; these soldiers in the hospital; this was dangerous, they were the target site. So, how to
do it? How to slaughter a sow without making noise? The sow screams! You know, people around here were
closely knitted together, and very inventive. Can you imagine this piece of wood? They had two rings on a chain,
they put them together, pushed that piece of wood inside and put the chain around the sow’s neck. They quickly
wrapped it and tightened it; they squeezed that chain and the sow was unable to scream; it only let out a weak
cry. And that was the moment to quickly slaughter it. Then the chain was released. But around the neck, it was
all black. It was such a nasty bruise that it was impossible to eat it. It had to be cut out and then, I don’t know, my
mother must have cooked it for the dog. That was inedible. And now, how to cut up the sow during the night and
do everything necessary? And walking from the shed to the house, opening the door – light will be seen. How to
do it? And so, they hung up large duvets that covered the light when you opened the door. This is how strict it was.
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After WW II, farmers in Slovenia
were affected by many government measures. They included compulsory delivery of produce
and compulsory sale of livestock. This was followed by agrarian reform and other agriculture
measures. Farmers were severely affected also by drought and famine between the end of the
war and the 1950s. The government placed burdens on farmers with ever-increasing levies,
often not reflecting the real situation, and farmers were largely unable to fulfil them. As a re-
sult, they were resisting, hiding the produce, slaughtering illegally. In those years, koline usu-
ally took place in the most hidden places and in terrible conditions. They would often
slaughter at night, in faint light. The slaughtering techniques, where pig screaming had to be
minimised, represent a whole range of “local” and “domestic” inventions and creativity. The
authorities, of course, responded very forcefully and aggressively. Sentences and hefty fines
were imposed; people went to prison. Farmers were also very much against joining coopera-
tives, which brought an entirely new form to the previously-established individual farming. •
In the early 1950s, the situation slowly began to change and stabilise. The post-war measures
were gradually abolished, and the pressure on farmers was relieved. In that time, the home-
slaughtered pigs – compared to those from slaughterhouses and meat establishments – ful-
filled around two-thirds of the demand. In 1955, the first comprehensive handbook, called
Koline, was published. Not only for those times; even today such a manual would be more than
welcome. It said that home slaughtering also yields health benefits, as it raises the quantity of
animal proteins in our diet. In addition, it is also of substantial benefit to the national eco-
nomy. It goes on to point out that many mistakes are made during slaughtering and making
meat products by the housewives, not being aware of adverse consequences, often caused by
tradition, passed down for generations… The housewives reap rewards if the meat products
are a success, but if tainted, they love to blame the slaughterer. The handbook surprises with
its chapter on a list of koline meat products and instructions on how to make them. The list
consists of no fewer than 51 products, including some of them typical of different Slovene re-
gions: fried lard, leaf fat, crackling, plain, boiled and smoked minced lard, smoked bacon,
smoked hot bacon, Dolenjska pork neck, tongue in sausage, rolled flank, stuffed flank, ší-
vanka, stomach with meat stuffing, Gorenjska stomach, bloody sausages, bloody sausages in
steam, blood sausages, Primorska blood sausages/mulce, Prekmurje blood sausages, Prek-
murje bread sausages, stomach/sausages with cereal, Štajerska cereal sausages, Dolenjska
and Prekmurje rice sausages, Prekmurje buckwheat sausages, homemade tlačenka/squeezed
sausage, plain, white and black tlačenka, two types of liver sausages, liver pâté in simple, tin or
storage jars, grill sausages, grill sausages for immediate use, for storage jars or tins, meat
sausages, three types of salamis, Hungarian salami, meat in lard, Štajerska tunka, Istria dried
prosciutto and meat sausages in oil. A truly impressive selection of pork delicacies, all within
the umbrella of koline. A comparison with the modern situation in Slovenia reveals a signifi-
cantly downward trend. The situation is completely different in some other EU countries, such
as Spain, France, Italy and Germany, where the art of making meat products is being carefully
preserved and upgraded.
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n the period after ww ii, demand for lard
was enormous. One of the reasons for premature
slaughtering of pigs was fodder shortage or
shortage of fat, i.e. lard and minced lard. After
1960, overly fatty pigs became undesirable, which
made the Krško polje pig breed no longer suitable.
However, its advantages were overlooked. One of
them was its ability to build up the fat layer if ani-
mal producers wish so, but if not, they could feed
it somewhat more slowly and modestly for a tai-
lored-to-suit outcome. Eventually, they would get
a pig suitable for koline, and the lard would not
run out. Under socialism, veterinarians would re-
move the Krško polje pigs from sheds, even in the
company of the police. Only a few survived, hid-
den in enclosures in Gorjanci. Today, the number
of the Krško polje breed is on the rise. Until the
1970s, this breed had dominated in Dolenjska and
Posavje. After that, they began to abandon it, re-
placing it with other breeds. In 1990, they were
reared on just 40 farms, and the breed numbered
a mere 30 breeding sows. In the following 15 years,
their number increased to 300 sows and 50 pigs,
which was enough to save the breed from extinc-
tion. After 1991, the breed was classified as an en-
dangered species of Slovene domestic animals. A
gene bank was also set up. It is now present in
three breeding nuclei in the Brežice area. Intro-
duced were the basic breeding activities, docu-
ments and selection by appearance.

The modern food industry caused a lot of confu-
sion in the field of food and its role in everyday
and celebratory rhythms of life. Freezing tech-
nology makes it possible to buy fresh pork and
koline throughout the year. And so, we can eat
strawberries for Christmas and order blood
sausages in restaurants in July and August! Tra-
ditional preservation techniques also aimed at
deceiving the seasons, however, in the case of
koline, it was about prolonging the shelf life by
a couple of months only, until nature provided
new gifts again. Reviewing the events, spanning
several centuries, reveals that meat had always
been at the centre. There was often too much of
it. The quantity of meat began to increase in the
20th century, notably after 1950, when much of it
appeared even on the most average, common
tables. The once elite eater and gourmet turned
into a proletarian. Members of a myriad of new
social groups began developing fashionable con-
sumption, based on small quantities of food,
and placing vegetables on the top spot. The con-
sumption of pork began to increase, but lost its
value and meaning at the same time. This had
to do with the “cult of skinniness”, although the
key property of meat, in all periods of historic
development, was to provide the body with fat.
Fatty meat was always better valued, as well as
boiling fatty meat was highly regarded – in con-
trast to grilling or barbecuing it. It was cooking
fatty meat that was the most widespread event.
There, the people were served meat and also
meat soup (energy rich) that could be thickened
in a variety of ways or used to make new dishes,
such as sauces, stews, aspic or brawn.

n slovenia today, only some 25% of the na-
tional pork demand is produced. It amounts to
80,000 tons of pork per year. An additional
60,000 tons are imported annually.50 Prices of
pigs and pork also speak for themselves, when it
comes to the pig farming situation here. In 2011,
for example, a pig of 150 to 250 kg cost 1.50 € per
kilo in Prlekija. Such a pig yields about one-third
its weight in pure meat. The average price of
meat was between 4 and 5 € per kilogramme,
while organic pigs cost about a third more. To put
it into perspective: 20 years ago, a pig was worth
three ordinary worker’s monthly salaries, while in
2011, less than one salary would have bought you
two pigs. The prices for other products were as
follows: 1 kg of crackling cost 15–18 € in the 
supermarket; on farms ground, crackling was 8 €
and manually cut was 15 €. Minced lard was 3 €
directly on the farm, and nearly 10 € per kilo in the
supermarket. Sausages for cooking and roasting
(meat sausages) were between 4 and 6 € on the
farm, and between 3.50 and nearly 10 € in the 
supermarket. Blood sausages were around 4 €.

On 27 January 2015, in an advertisement on the
Bolha website (a sort of online fleamarket),
someone from Ponikve was selling Krško polje
pigs for koline, fed with homemade cooked
food. They were between 180 and 200 kg. Price
per kilogramme was 2.50 €.

Throughout the long historical development,
mankind has been accompanied by all manner of
fears. Fear of war and natural disasters, of
death, fear of hunger and fear of obesity in mod-
ern times. In the context of the latter, pork and
meat products are often mentioned. However,
this is only a question of one extreme, and an in-
ability to understand a healthy and balanced
diet. Despite these enormous changes, koline
remain a major celebration – although much
more a matter of technology, and much less a

ritual with a variety of social and spiritual di-
mensions, and an understanding of the relation-
ship between man and the domestic animal. An
interesting account by Kristian Kobal, an eighth-
grade student at a primary school, during the
school year of 2012–2013, spoke about it:

Every year, we take the meat for smoking
to our grandma’s in Suhi Vrh. She often
says that just about everything from the pig
was once used. Today, the skin and bones
are usually thrown away, leaf fat is fed to
birds, and kidneys are cooked for the dog.
The liver and the heart are good when sau-
téed. The lungs are cooked, ground and
used to make blood sausages.

We have a habit of helping each other with
koline, and I go to koline also at my aunt’s.
For me, this is still the most beautiful and
the most important celebration.

Today, pork can be purchased in super-
markets and koline are no longer as vital
as they used to be for survival. Neverthe-
less, there are still many places where pigs
are reared for slaughtering; more for fun
than out of real necessity. And because we
want to know what we eat.

As a conclusion to this survey, a quotation by
Franci Jezeršek could be cited: Koline are no
longer as important a celebration as they
used to be. But they are still important
events, if people make them so!
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Research on 
Pig Farming,
Pigs and 
Koline

thnologists and historians have dealt with the issue of pig farming within

the framework of farming and animal husbandry. A comprehensive his-

torical insight into all branches of animal husbandry, including pig farming,

has been provided by vilko novak, in his article Animal Husbandry,

published in Economic and Social History of the Slovenians.51 In his

doctoral thesis, People’s Diet in Prekmurje52, he studied koline in

similar detail, especially as an account of working procedures, meat pro-

ducts, their names and differences between the regions of Prekmurje

(Goričko, Ravensko, Dolinsko). A description of koline as working proce-

dures and family and local celebrations in different parts of Slovenia was

written by niko Kuret, in a short chapter of The Festive Year of the

Slovenians.53 He provided some accounts from written sources, mainly

from the 19th century, while otherwise, he followed the working proce-

dure, from the build-up for koline to merrymaking and giving away 

koline. rajko muršič and maja godina golija also dealt with pork and

koline.54 • The more detailed historical surveys of pig farming and pig

breeds within the framework of zoo-technical science include an excellent

work by andrej Šalehar,55 who provides many accounts from the field

(such as pig depictions) and written records. In his many thematic scien-

tific manuals and monographs, stanko renčelj dedicated his collecting

and scientific work to pork, meat products, especially cured meat.56

51 – Novak, Vilko, Živinoreja. Gospodarska in družbena zgodovina Slovencev, Zgodovina agrarnih panog,
vol. 1. Agrarno gospodarstvo, Ljubljana 1970, p. 343–394.

52 – Novak, Viljem, Ljudska prehrana v Prekmurju, Ljubljana 1947.
53 – Kuret, Niko, Koline. Praznično leto Slovencev, Book 2, Ljubljana 1989, p. 263–274.
54 – Muršič, Rajko, Meso in Slovenci, diploma thesis, Filozofska fakulteta, Ljubljana 1991.

– Godina Golija, Maja, Hrana in praznovanja, Etnolog 24, Ljubljana 2014.
55 – Šalehar, Andrej, Prispevki k zgodovini razvoja reje in pasem prašičev v Sloveniji, Slovenj Gradec 2013.
56 – Renčelj’s works are quoted in the list of references.
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Koline in Haloze
It is interesting that the authors of two comprehensive works on koline in Slovenia are
from abroad. Koline in Haloze was studied and socially anthropologically interpreted
by r o b e r t  g .  m i n n i c h .57 In pig slaughtering and giving away koline in west
Haloze, he was analytically looking for typical features of interpersonal relations on
farms. For him, koline were a form of social structure and identity in the Slovene
agrarian society, and exchanging koline was not only a way of showing hospitality,
but a means of social integration, valuing each other and a part of social norms.

Koline in Notranjska
The other piece presents koline in Notranjska (Strmca, Belsko) and was published
in Brazil.58 It was authored by  v a L D e i r  r e J a n i L D o , a doctor of economic 
history and a university professor, and his son,  k L a u s  n e g r Ã o  v i D r i k,
also a university professor and a gastronomy expert. Their family roots go back to 
Notranjska, where they studied and documented the details and working procedures
and koline products.

From Sow to Votive Piglet
Many ethnological works and discourses discussing the issue of koline are limited to
presenting working procedures and listing meat products. A departure from this is the
ethnologist i v a n k a  p o č k a r ’ s discourse,59 dealing with the role and meaning
of the pig and the sow in everyday and festive life. To this subject, the author dedi-
cated a temporary exhibition at the Posavje Museum in Brežice, called From Sow to
Votive Piglet, from River Routes to Dough Bird.60

57 – Minnich, G. Robert, The Homemade World of Zagaj, Bergen 1979.
– ibid, Koline kot darilo in izražanje identitete v slovenski kmečki družbi, Glasnik SED27/1987, no. 3–4, 115–122.
– ibid, Socialni antropolog o Slovencih, Zbornik socialnoantropoloških besedil, Ljubljana 1993.

58 – Vidrik, Valdeir Rejanildo, Vidrik Klaus Negrão, A arte de fazer embutidos e defumados, A tradição de uma família eslovena no Brasil, Canal 16, 2011.
59 – Počkar, Ivanka, Od svinje do votivnega prašička, Rast 12/2001, no. 6 (78), 576–589.
60 – From Sow to Votive Piglet, from River Routes to Dough Bird, Temporary ethnological exhibition, Posavje Museum, Brežice, 3 December 2015 to 31 March 2016.





The Pig, a Symbol of Luck and Much More…
As we have seen, the pig as a symbol conveys positive and negative characteristics and 
subjects. The most general is its luck-bringing symbolism, revealed at New Year’s wishes. 
It often appears alongside other symbols of luck, such as with a four-leaved clover in its
snout or a horseshoe around its neck; also with a chimney sweep sitting astride it. The pig’s
obesity is associated with welfare and prosperity. As such, it has become a symbol of saving
and lent its body to one of the most recognisable shapes of moneyboxes, called “piggy
banks”.63 • In China and Vietnam, the pig is a symbol of progress, welfare and good life,
which it proves with its appearance. The sow has many young, a symbol of numerous de-
scendants. Symbolic meanings of the pig and the sow are quite different one from another.
The sow is a symbol of women’s principles, limited to the reproductive role. The pig belongs
to the category of dirtiest animals, the sow has a place among the symbols of fertility and
abundance, similar to the cow. For this reason, the Egyptian goddess, Nut, the goddess of the
sky, was depicted in the form of a cow or a sow, lying in the sky and suckling its piglets, rep-
resenting the stars.64 • Both the pig and the sow are mostly negative symbols of greed, vora-
city, also prurience and dirty temptations, ignorance, evil and selfishness. In the biblical
books of Moses, the pig and the sow belong to the category of impure animals. Eating any-
thing that it finds, the pig has the role of an abyss, in many myths. If anyone excessively
stuffs himself with food, it is said that he is “eating like a pig” or that he simply is a pig. In
Greek legends, the witch Circe turned the men who harassed her with love into pigs, for 
they were in line with deep instincts of men’s nature and characters. Heraclitus and then
Clement of Alexandria pointed out that the pig enjoys mud and faeces. Consuming such
meat is only for those who live voluptuous lives. This was the spiritual reason behind ban-
ning pork consumption, in Islam, for example.65

Pig and Sow – Positive and Negative Animals
Any domestic animal will have some positive and negative characteristics. These are even
more pronounced when the animal is compared or even equated with positive human charac-
teristics, and also flaws and other behavioural patterns. Among all domestic animals, the pig
has a special status. Special food is cooked for him, and also his living quarters (pigsty) are just
for him, not shared with other animals. However, he is still associated with many positive and
negative characteristics and comparisons. • In the so-called traditional society, the pig (also the
sow) was a member of the family community. As we have noted, when it was decided to slaugh-
ter it, they often said: Have one last meal, you will have to die tomorrow! The words slaugh-
ter, slaughtering, killing are nowadays used more frequently. The pig was often considered a
friend, despite the inevitability of slaughtering it at the end of the year and eating it. The friendly
relationship can be observed in many examples. Špela Pahor quotes Piran native Luisella
Ravalico, who said: The pig was my friend. My father’s mother gave these pigs names.
They were called Toni, Piero… and she was always talking to them. And the pig would
always follow her; he even came to the kitchen to get something to eat. A friendly attitude
to pigs was not only seen in women, who were traditionally responsible for their feeding, but
also in children. Martin Čančar, called Tin by his family, from Ptujska Gora, is a huge fan of
all animals, but he is most enthusiastic about pigs, with which he quickly makes friends.
When pigs are loaded and weighed for sale, he always likes to be there, despite his ten-
der age of three and a half years.61 • The pig meant progress to people. For Christmas and
New Year, they used to eat pork head, or half of it, because, as we have noted: the pig uses its
snout to root forwards, while hens use their claws to scratch backwards. It is said that the
sow roots towards itself and the hen pushes away from itself. The pig’s symbolic role,
which will be further discussed later, is also associated with love and is a typical lucky charm
animal. Its other positive role is dietary. With koline and other meat products having an impor-
tant role in the food chain, proverbs about using everything from pig’s nose to tail come as no
surprise. A plump, well-fed pig invites frequent comparisons with human behaviour and ap-
pearance. For example, it is said that you can be as nice as a sow. If a pig was well-fattened, it
was said in Kras that it looks like a gentleman.62 • There are many more negative characteris-
tics and references to pigs. They are usually associated with bad smells and dirt. People may be
described as “dirty as pigs”, “smelling like pigs or sows” or “farting like sows or pigs”. A man,
crying in a distinct way, is said to be “grunting like a pig”. When someone uses bad language, he
or she is “pigging”. “To pig” also means to pollute the environment. A man with a collection of
bad characteristics is called a “pig”, sometimes a “sow”; a woman is always a “sow” or a “swine”.
The pig is also a word for a rough man, while a woman is called a sow in relation to prostitution
or relentless sex drive. The pig is also a symbol of prurience. A drunkard is referred to as a
“drunken sow”, also a “drunken pig”. Over-eager gossipmongers and plotters are called “sows”
or “swine”. If a man is fat or chubby, it is said that he is as fat as a sow or as obese as a pig.
61 – Najraje ima pujske. Kmečki glas 58/2011 (31 August), no. 35, p. 32.
62 – Renčelj, Stanislav, Okusi Krasa, Ljubljana 2009, p. 113.

63 – The first moneyboxes are thought to have
originated in Asia Minor, where they were
apparently used as many as 4000 years
ago. Modern moneyboxes are mostly in the
shape of a piglet. They usually have an ap-
proving appearance and appropriate fat-
ness, allowing collecting a suitable number
of coins. Quality designs are very rare. One
of them depicts two stylised piglets, de-
signed by Berlin-based German designer,
Martin Schatz, and South Korean designer,
Lee Kmji from Busano. They are produced
out of porcelain in Wallendorfer, a factory
more than 250 years old. A moneybox
piglet sells for between 45 and 100 EUR
(data for 2009). It is called Theosaurus,
bearing reference to the Latin word for
treasure.

64 – Chevalier, Jean, Gheerbrant Alain, Slovar
simbolov, Ljubljana 1995, p. 593.

65 – See footnote no. 64.



fig farmers and pigs have their Christian
patron saint, St. Anthony of the Desert (whose
name day falls on 17 January), depicted with a
pig. St. Anthony is also called of the Piglet, of
the Swine (Tone), (Anton) the Pigletman,
or the Pork Leg Man. In Slovenia, another
saint’s feast day is observed – that of Anthony
of Padua, also popularly referred to as Tone of
the Salad, or of the Beans. St. Anthony of the
Desert is depicted as a hermit, with a stick (a
cross) in the shape of the letter T (St. Anthony’s
Cross), with one or two bells on the transverse
stick. Otherwise, St. Anthony was also prayed to
for intercession in choosing a marriage partner.
A humorous poem about a girl, asking for a hus-
band, illustrates this:

If Saint Anthony answers my prayer,
And gives me a husband,
I will every year bring him,
A fattened piglet!
Tralalala tralala…
Let them marry me! 66

On his name day, smoked pork legs are brought
to church, and more recently also sausages and
other foods. In some areas, wooden piglet figu-
rines are brought to church. The bringers buy
them at the entrance. There are some strict local
rules on which pork legs can be brought to
church for the ceremony. After blessing, pork
legs and other foods are put up for auction. The
auctioneers are the locals, who have been doing
this job skilfully and often very humourously, for
years. Incorporating many jokes into their auc-
tioneering patter, they should be well-ac-
quainted with life in their village or parish. They
not only entertain the audience, but also encou-
rage them to raise the price. The money collected
at such auctions is dedicated to renovating a
church, building pavement or a fire station and
other local needs.

Toni Gomišček67 has told a legend about 
St. Anthony bringing fire from Hell to the Earth.

The very last flame on the surface of the
Earth died. People were trying hard to light
it, but in vain. But the wise chiefs had heard
about a hermit and asked him for help. 
Anthony promised to bring them fire. In the
company of a piglet that had once saved
him from beasts, and was faithful to him like
a dog, and with a hollow stick in his hand,
he set off for Hell. There, the piglet was over-
turning the cauldrons with sinful souls, cau-
sing such commotion that the little devils
began chasing it. Amidst the chaos, the her-
mit hid an ember in his hollow stick, called
the piglet, and they ran back to the surface.
People were now able to use the ember and
make fire again. When the devils’ chief
found out that he had been tricked, he threw
a knife at Anthony, but it hit the piglet, kil-
ling it. The hermit gave the piglet to the peo-
ple, who honoured the dead animal by
eating it from nose to tail, which we still do
today. However, the devil was still mad, and
planted a glowing ember under the hermit’s
bed. It caused him such burns that he was
hardly ever able to sleep again, despite living
to the age of 105. According to another ver-
sion, the devil hit him with a piece of ember.
The real problems that Anthony suffered
from were arguably caused by shingles (also
known as herpes zoster or Saint Anthony’s
Fire). The Anthonian monks, who were also
healers, relieved pains with lard-based
balms, and pork was on the menus for both
monks and patients. For this reason, mona-
steries where allowed that their pigs, wea-
ring small bells, scavenged for food on the
squares and streets, even after the authori-
ties had banned free-range pig farming in-
side the city walls.
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igs and Koline are featured in relatively
few literary works. A selection of the most typi-
cal ones is listed.

fran levstik (1831–1887) published a fun poem,
Kolina,68 in a popular juvenile collection, called
Najdihojca.

In the morning a fly we slaughtered,
And koline sent to you,
With some meat came sausages:
And some good black pudding,
Three meat sausages,
Three white sausages.69

Buy some wine in the river,
And wash down your koline!

By their sheer number, the poems by folk, ama-
teur poets stand out. Published by Matica
Slovenska in 1884, Josip pajek (1843–1901) wrote
a collection, entitled Short Stories about Spiri-
tual Life of the Slovenes from Štajerska
(Črtice iz duševnega žitka štajerskih Slo-
vencev), arranged in alphabetical order. On
pages 70 and 71, one of Jurij vodovnik’s (1791–
1858)70 poems is published, called Pork koline.
In this poem, he vividly and skilfully descri-
bes the joy associated with this job. Here
are just a few verses.

1.
A joyful time is coming,
Mother rising early; 
Has much to worry, much to suffer,
To put the cake into the oven.

2.
Pigs have fattened,
About to be chased,
And sausages for the carnival time,
Three types have been made.

3.
The pigs are fat,
We’ll soon run after them,
Around the corners and the fences,
Until we catch them all.

4.
The piglet stares wide-eyed,
His thick tail is rolling.
He fears these last days,
When Matija will press on him.

29.
Blood soup in the bowl collected,
Placed in front of the farmhand.
It has been and it will be,
Respecting Pohorje tradition.

30.
According to Pohorje tradition,
This is what Tomažič says:
Who has no pig to kill,
May the blood soup heal him up.

31.
The blood soup has turned sour,
I find no pleasure in it;
May the blood soup go to those,
Who ate the rest of pork.

32.
Should the sows become unwell,
All of them will go to hell.
The time has come when the farmhand,
Will get a better cut of meat.

33.
This is our koline,
Pig’s burial feast;
This is how we do it,
Before Shrovetide is over.

34.
Tomažič was studying,
Putting together this poem, 
But with Shrovetide coming soon,
He will go and collect his sausages.

The most extensive folk poetry associated with
pigs has featured, since 2001, at the Annual 
Piglet Festivals in Kudrovec above Šmartno
pod Šmarno goro. The festival is organised by a
company of locals and friends, called Brlogarji,
every year on 8 February, on the Slovene Culture
Day. It consists of pig slaughtering, making 
koline, literary performances and socialising.
Out of the pool of the poems written71 for this
festival, and often based on the work of well-
known Slovene poets, some selected examples
are quoted here. In 2007, Memento mori at the
Piglet Festival was written. It is based on
Prešeren’s poem Memento mori:

The duration of any life is short,
Many a piglet has stumbled,
Our slaughterer was happy to assist,
On the culture day, the piglet’s death is sweet.

Once the piglet’s blood has drained,
It’s already being treated in a wooden coffin,
If one is not enough, another one will go.

But anyone feasting – remember,
The pig was a hero not long ago,
But look, death awaited him at dawn.

It’s how it is: Time comes,
Today a pig, but one day all of us,
Will scream to the world: Memento mori.

A number of adapted poems by different au-
thors were recited at the 10th jubilee annual
piglet festival in Kudrovec in 2011. They included
the poem Our Dear Piglet on the Culture
Day, drawing from Janez Menart’s For Dear
Bread.

As soon as he was born,
Sucking milk from his mother sow,
Fighting with his fellows for the teats,
Our dear piglet.

The fight for teats was always fierce,
After the fight he was always sated,
Becoming round and chubby,
Our dear piglet.

And when he was separated from his mother,
Another food battle is unfolding,
From the trough he always takes the most,
Our dear piglet.

Because he stuffs himself he quickly grows,
Instead of taking care of himself,
He’ll soon be made into sausages,
Our dear piglet.

When our Franček sets his eyes,
He knows how skin will go off him,
Then tasty cuts he’ll roast,
Our dear piglet.

What Franček thinks, Franček does,
Knife into the neck, blood flowing,
And off his soul goes for the purpose of culture,
Our dear piglet.
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che authors do not follow Prešeren’s and
other more or less established poems’ examples
only, adapting them. They also enter the field
of popular culture. For example, Slon in Sadež’s
poem, It’s Fucking Hard to be a Cop, was
adapted and titled I’m Pig:

It’s fucking hard to be an animal, one
would stroke you, the other one kill.
Never have I seen either my dad, or my mum,
I’m only waiting to be made into ham.
They say how it’s bad in a pigsty to be 
closed, but for me it’s cool, I’m never down.
The master feeds me, she gives me drink,
In the pigsty I’m warm in deep shit, 
and I’m full.
Veggies would love to set me free,
But I’m here to be slaughtered.
God created me to be food to man,
Why should they suddenly change their minds?
I would terribly love in pigsty to stay,
It’s fucking hard to be a pig, it’s fucking hard
to be a pig, it’s fucking hard to be a pig…

Daily newspaper, Delo, published the following
lines in 2006 about Shrovetide and koline. Judg-
ing by the contents, from the Štajerska region:

Fašenk – I’m somebody in this world,
Storing koline and wine in my cellar,
Lard hanging under the ridge!
Candlemas – you have anything of that?

On 15 February 2007, the amateur poet franc
Škrinjar from Mihalovci wrote Recollections in
21 Stanzas. The 9th–13th are about koline:

Once there lived wine growers and cottagers,
And squeezed us, poormen, terribly.
A small 10-kilo pig cost 10 workmen,
Digging for 10 days in the vineyard.

In Mihalovci a wine grower 
Golob Vincek lived,
Spending the whole year in Mursko polje,
Leaving his wife Katika at home,
Taking care of two pigs.

In autumn Katika was overjoyed,
Having received grain from Vincek.
He brought a wagon full of grain,
In the shed two fat pigs were lying.

Golob Katika is a witch, they said,
As pigs were fat from grains.
Katika would only laugh,
Turnip was never on her pigs’ menu.

Koline were no good in other houses,
As grain was in short supply,
Turnip was the pigs’ only food,
Only two skins were slaughtered in autumn.

In the field of popular culture, the so-called 
folk-pop music in particular, the subject of pigs
and koline is represented rather poorly. One of
the rare examples includes a song by the alojz 
grnjak band, titled Matjašek Slaughtered 
a Pig, with funny lyrics. By now it could already
be considered a folk song:72

Winter it was, snowfall was heavy,
At his brother’s, Matjašek slaughtered a pig.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig,
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig.

A bottle of schnapps the elders drank,
And then they chased the sow in the village.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig,
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig.

Twice or thrice they threw themselves,
And then they slaughtered in slurry.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig,
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig.

Three hours they took to flay the sow,
And then they rolled it across the ground.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig,
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig.
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72
Transcription 

courtesy 
of ethnologist 

Anja Serec Hodžar.

lIntestines the dogs carried around,
And cats treated themselves to some liver.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig,
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig.

Food was good, drinks were good,
Until midnight they had a good time.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah,
Matjašek slaughtered a pig,
Yeah, yeah, yeah, hoh, hoh
Matjašek came home in his underwear.
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lovenian rocK group mi2 included Ode to
the Piglet on its award-winning album of the
year 2000. The text is funny and clearly depicts,
what is going on at koline/furež:

Autumn is over, winter is harsh,
A problem occurs, the freezer is empty.
To tell you the truth, I was deeply worried,
Until luckily one Sunday,
Janko, the milkman, paid us a visit,
I whined a bit, and that’s what he said:

“Don’t be silly, I’m your friend,
We’ll make it right and food in plenty.
It’s just Mica and I, you know, 
the kids are away,
The pigsty so full, you don’t know what to do,
And all is organic; you know – homemade,
A quintal and a half – for half worker’s pay!”

Nothing to think, I shook his hand,
We went to pub to seal the deal,
After four rounds we set the date,
End of November to honour the rite.
And one more thing – pig is no dog,
To make furež right we’ll need some help.
I think of my friends from the band Mi2,
I send them some mail, on spot they agree.

The weather was right on that furež day,
I rose from my bed and started my car,
Unloaded my stuff from the gig last night,
To protect it from blood, if it spilled around.

The guys were waiting, ready, awake,
Just Tonča, like always, needed some push,
We got into car and dashed across the field,
One, two, three, four and we were in Pečica
Ay – ay – ay – ay…

Seated at the house were the butcher, the
owner and his wife.

When the woman sees us come, 
she yells at the top of her voice:
“You damn guys! Not ashamed at all?
There’s nine of you, but the pig is alone,
It’s not a cow that’s about to die,
You brought them too many, you crazy fool!”

“Now shut up!” the owner loudly replied.
“Go get some boiled water and onion!
There’s not too many of us; we’re just right.
We’ll finish the business before night falls.
Srajca for the guts, Flick for the bones,
Dims for the crackling, Tonč for the blood.
And you, the kid, just watch and learn,
nice and slowly, there is no hurry.”
Ay – ay – ay – ay…

To the pigsty we came and downed a schnapps.
“Sorry, my pig, now you’ll be killed!
Rope for the leg, you hold the tail,
And you, Flick, move away, 
don’t stand like a tree!”

The pig was squealing, in the corner he hid,
Begging for mercy in his own way:
“Don’t kill me, don’t kill me,
Give me some time to put on more weight!”

“Now stop whining!” the butcher replied,
“Today I have time and time means money!”
And so he plunged…

There is some sadness in moments like this,
Always finding its way to our hearts,
You think how time flies,
You were oinking last night, 
today you are gone.

“Hell with the blues, my dear poet,
Have a drink and you’ll see the world bright…
Now get the pig, hot water is ready!”
Ay – ay – ay– ay…

Above a trough, with colophony 
we sprinkled the pig,
Poured some hot water over it, 
turned it around,
Two for one chain; I was assistant,
After a while it was smooth as if depilated.

“Open it, Franc, let me see what it’s like!”
“And what is inside now that there’s 
no way back, ho, ho!”
“Oh, how pretty the meat, the liver healthy
and firm,
And almost no lard, less than two fingers.
Now take them to kitchen and tell them 
to take care of it,
Now that we’re left with no work!”

To keep the neighbour’s cat away,
I threw the pig’s bladder up in the tree,
And seeing the dog sniffing around, I shouted:
“Back to your place or you will be next!”

Until the dark we were cutting and 
chopping and grinding,
All the while drinking was good, 
eating was great,
Liver and back, roast and black pudding,
Potatoes and cabbage and grill sausage on top.

To not feel sick from all the meat,
We dug in some cake in-between,
The more they were bringing 
the better it seemed,
At midnight there was no left, 
not even for a bowl.

And then we all merry,
Took our guitars,
And played behind the table,
Some popular karaoke.
Ay – ay – ay– ay…

Koline, mostly sows and pigs, can be found in
many prose works. Internationally, the best-
known work is probably the British writer george
orwell’s political satire Animal Farm. Orwell
took a very negative attitude toward Stalin and his
version of communism, following the Spanish Civil
War. The story is set on the Manor Farm, where
the animals establish their own state, led by pigs,
the most intelligent animals on the farm. It is re-
named Animal Farm, with its own anthem, flag,
symbols and the Seven Commandments, reflect-
ing the principles of animalism, i.e. brotherhood of
all animals and a reference to Marxism. Napoleon,
who becomes the leader of the Animal Farm after
the rebellion and chases away Snowball, his Trots-
kyist rival and builder of the windmill, represents
Stalin’s totalitarianism, his regime and tyranny.
The farm is eventually renamed the Manor Farm
again, and while playing cards, the boundary line is
blurred between people and pigs, who have by now
put on tuxedos and started walking on two legs.

In 1865, Josip Jurčič (1844–1881) published 
Spomini starega Slovenca, a life story of a war
veteran, an Austrian and French soldier Andrej Pajk
from Tržič. He quotes an amusing story about
the people of Višnja Gora and their dog koline:

From here to Ljubljana eight of us, chained
two by two, were led by a catchpole, called
Miha Koncilja, and some other Višnja Gora
locals. For a while, we were singing Slovene
popular songs, clever and crazy, sacred and
secular; but most of all, and to the annoyance
of our drovers and in our naughtiness, we
were singing a fun song for the Višnjanians
and their consumption of dog meat:

Potokar slaughtered a bitch,
Sent koline to the Višnjanians:
“Come and gnaw on the bones,
Potokar is treating us with a bitch”.
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Qhe incredible notes (Notebook, Teka, Re-
cords, Notes and Events, News, Remarks)
from the field by Janez trdina (1830–1905), cre-
ated in the 1870s in Dolenjska, include some ma-
terial on pig farming and koline. This material
was also used in his Short Stories and Tales of
Folk Life (Črtice in povesti iz narodnega ži-
vljenja). In Vrtilničar, he vividly describes the
characteristics of koline of a farmer in Dolen-
jska:

Wine must always be followed by potica
and meat.

At our house, we always slaughtered two
pigs per year, each weighing two, often
three centners and more. Had we arranged
the meat, we could have eaten it every Sun-
day, for the whole year, and some would
have left for holidays and other special 
occasions. But it never dawned on Mica
and me to think of calculating how much
to cook each time around, to make it last
from winter to winter. As soon as its blood
had drained – dig in! We gave away koline
to some, invited some others to our place,
and still others invited themselves. We were
drinking and eating like animals, not 
humans. Especially at wine harvest and
the first weeks after it, the glass never stood
still, and we never feasted without forks.
Each slaughtering was followed by a big 
celebration, as if we could never run out of
things. We ate a pig and a half just for the
fun of it.

We knew how to have fun, we were singing
beautifully, telling hilarious jokes, forget-
ting, during pleasant conversation and
laughter, about the hardships and problems
of our class. I was never bothered by the
thought that these parties brought new dif-
ficulties and troubles. Now I had to make
do with half of the pig through Christmas,
Shrovetide, Easter, St. Martin’s Day, family
and religious celebrations, larding food in
both winter and summer. Had I been a
magician, I would have made it, but even-
tually I had to buy meat or starve, if there
was no money. In Dolenjska, when there is
plenty, we tend to feast recklessly, like there
is the end of the world in sight. Today, we
are boasting, tomorrow we will be starving;
today throwing up, tomorrow dust is collec-
ting in our stomachs. We eagerly chase any
opportunity to have a good time.

Sows and koline also feature in the humorous
tales, Butalci, by frane milčinski (1867–1932).
He used all typical features of koline in the tale
about the Butale hedgehog:

They say that, a long time ago, Butale ho-
sted an annual fattened hedgehog event.
Around the feast of St. Martin, they slaugh-
tered it, sold its lard and meat, making
such a profit that it fulfilled all the church’s
needs. The hedgehog was worked on in a
trough, which was then rinsed with hot
water and the whole town had fatty soup
for the whole week. They saved the shoul-
der bone for the Shrovetide time, when one
housewife after another would stick it in
her pot to improve the taste of barley stew.
That’s what the Butale hedgehog was like.
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The sow is featured in two other tales, About a
Man, a Woman and a Sow, about Cefizelj
and a Police Officer, and in Butale Firemen.
In the latter, it appears as a bingo prize, and with
funny description of its main features, such as
thick lard. And most of all, with the writer’s in-
sightful description of Butale character, still very
much real today.

There was a shack near Butale, housing a
man, a woman and a sow, and they were
living a harmonious life. And when the
sow was fat enough, the man and the
woman slaughtered it and had a sump-
tuous feast…

Firemen’s bingo in Butale, for example,
had excellent prizes. The Tepanje locals’
mouths were watering at the sight. The first
prize was always a grand sow, so fat that
you could barely make out its legs under
the generous lard. Such a sow every year
was a big deal! It was provided every year
by the Butale mayor; all credit to him! And
so, it was only fair that the first prize al-
ways went to the mayor’s wife. Not only
was this bingo fair and square regarding
the first prize. All other prizes, offered by
any other man, were won by their wives.
Elsewhere, things tended to be ugly, when it
came to bingo prizes, but no one was
mean in Butale, and what’s more, they
were competing over who would bring
more, as everybody knew that he would get
his things back – but show off they did…

The author franc saleški finžgar (1871–1962)
mentions koline in several of his works, includ-
ing short juvenile stories Young Days 
(Iz mladih dni), published in 1953. He writes:

The plough is pulling for winter cereals or
to prepare the fields for fallow land. In win-
ter, wood is transported and there are deli-
cious koline. New job and new joy each
month.

Pigs and koline are featured in their literary
works also by many other authors, such as ivan
cankar (1876–1918) in his play Serfs (Hlapci), and
a short remark in his letter to Milena Rohrmann
(We have been invited to come for koline,
for the feast of All Saints’…), fran detela
(1850–1926), in his comedy Two Cheapskates
(Dva skopuha) and in the tale Foreign Traf-
fic (Tujski promet). Modern authors include an
excellent discourse by drago bajt (b. 1948) about
koline, in his work Readings 1996–2000
(Odčitki 1996–2000):

Grated cabbage is salted and manually
stuffed into troughs or buckets, where it
turns sour after a month, becoming and in-
dispensable part of winter lunches – salad
with garlic, blood sausages with sauer-
kraut, sarma, szegedin goulash. Koline
have largely faded into oblivion – once a
winter celebration, supplying the farm fa-
mily with fresh pork, blood, meat and liver
sausages, paté, lard, crackling, cured meat,
brawn, minced lard and similar “pig stuff”.
I used to witness such events and bloody
slaughtering scenes, but now only occasio-
nally, usually elsewhere, not at home.

ˇ







DUost proverbs are about piglets and sows.
There are almost none about koline, and rela-
tively few about meat products.

The sow gives back what she gets!

April forces the sow to shelter nine
times.73

The sow collects acorns, not knowing
from where they fall.

He is as reckless as a sow with 
an inflated bladder.

When a sow gets used to grazing 
on cabbage (or millet) you either have
to kill it or harvest the cabbage.

A saddle does not suit a sow (krmača74).

The best things come from the sow 
and vineyard!

Those who grow cabbage and rear pigs
don’t fear (or suffer) famine.

There’s no bird over the pig.

God save the housewife who has reared
such a sow!

A full sow will overturn the trough.

Don’t show me the trough, 
show me the pig.

The trough remains, pigs (sows) change.

Not all pigs live in pigsties.

You’re on your own – like a pig.

Until I taste a lion, the pig will be 
my king of animals.

He who slaughtered the pig should
clean the board.

A sow too fat is responsible for 
her own death.

He who slaughtered your pig should
also pull out your tooth.

Miller’s pigs and wealthy girls are not
for subsistence farmers.

More days than sausages.

Music is a perfect companion for
sausages and pork products.

Sausages are never made just 
for ourselves.

Why throw sausages to dogs when 
we love eating them?

Sausages never destroy neighbourhood
relationships.

A cheapskate will boil a sausage three
times before selling it.

A fat pig and a rich man are like brothers.

Where there is a pork leg, 
you don’t need a helping hand.

Bring it home, even if it is just a small pea.

I was not dug out by sows in the field.

Roast everything at Christmas, 
eat everything at Shrovetide, run away
with what you’ve got at Easter.

I haven’t heard anything like that 
since the last slaughtering.
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73
It means that a sow

needs to be driven 
nine times back to 
the pigsty in April, 

due to frequent 
showers, and pigs 

are already grazing
outside.

74
Old word for a sow.
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oline and meat products are often featured
in customs and rituals, either as celebratory 
dietary ingredients and meals, or as presents,
collected by carol singers, brought by farm own-
ers for the auction on St. Anthony’s feast day,
collected by carnival masqueraders on their
tours, by young men for St. George’s Day, etc.
Koline themselves, as we have seen, are a ritual.

The Journal of Farmers and Craftsmen
published, in 1849, a story on bobljanje.75 The
reporter wrote:

Among other hilarious customs, the kids in
some parts of Kranjska have a habit of co-
ming to the house where koline are taking
place, knocking on the window and, muff-
ling in a changed voice so that they cannot
be recognised, saying:

We’ve been told,
That a pig has been killed,
Reach for the shelf,
And hand us a sausage.

This habit is called: “Bobljanje” or 
“going to boblját”.

In the Kranj area (Naklo, Strahinj, Besnica), they had
a variant of bobljanje. About 30 liver sausages
were made for the local poor men. Individually, they
went at dusk to the houses where koline took
place. They kneeled or crouched down, so as not be
seen by anybody, and knocked with a stick on the
window. The housewife opened the window and put
a liver sausage on the stick, without even seeing
the bobljanje person. Some local jokers were often
pretending to be doing bobljanje, in order to get
sausages. If caught, they were detained and taken
to the house where the koline feast was taking
place, and they had to pay for a bottle of wine.

Carol singers were also collecting sausages. They
were often the children and adults from less
well-off families, and beggars. Collecting food
gifts through carol singing was a good example
of the local community taking care of food sup-
ply for its people in the economically and most
weather-sensitive winter months. The less well-
off Kropa locals, for example, went on a tour of
the surrounding villages every Christmas, earn-
ing at each house some treats for the festive
time. They were regarded as good singers and
many of the old lyrics and melodies have sur-
vived to this day. They were given what one of
the stanzas of their carols says:

We are asking,
If there might be some pork,
Be it a claw or an ear,
or the whole head…76

The sow is mentioned also in one of the stanzas
of the so-called anthem of Kropa:

The whole of Kropa is asking God,
To make the sow pregnant,
Kropa’s prayers have been answered,
And the sow was filled.77

75
Novice kmetijskih,
rokodelnih in narodskih
rečí 7/1849 (3 January),
no. 1, p. 6.
76
Ilich, Iztok, 
Naj bo krempelj 
al uho …, 
Odprta kuhinja 6/2012
(23 December), 
no. 51, 16–17.
77
Written in Zgornja 
Lipnica, TZ 23/2015.
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The Pig and the Sow in Art, On Greetings Cards,
On Postcards, In Graffiti, In Photography and Film
In European art, portraying koline, a flayed pig and pork products, mainly sausages, was typical
iconography of northern artists. After the 16th century, European art often discussed what in painting
should be given priority: Drawing or colours. The advocates of colours supported the idea that other-
wise prevailed only in the 18th century, and was based on the finding that only colours are able to con-
vey the perfection of living beings. This discovery led to a better understanding of painters’ decisions
to increasingly depict anatomical scenes, and the scenes of flayed animals, offal and animal bodies
with a split stomach. Only colours could accurately depict the inside of the carcass, offal, including
the pig’s interior, which was similar to a human’s. This subject matter then continued up to modern
painting. Its pedagogic function came first. The educational aspect was more important than depic-
ting putting to death, slaughtering or even the subject of provoking. Depicting pigs and koline existed
already in medieval manuscripts and murals. However, koline, flayed pigs and pork products as an
artistic issue and subject matter were the most clearly expressed by some European painters, such as
J OAC H I M B e u C K e L A e R in the mid-16th century, C A R e L P I e T e R S z  FA B R I T I u S in the first half of
the 17th century, the authors of Lombard School in the 17th century, R e M B R A N D T VA N R I J N with
his famous painting of a flayed ox in 1655, G I AC O M O A N T O N I O M e L C H I O R R e  C e Ru T I in the first
half of the 18th century, LO u I S A N TOI N e C A PDeV I e L L e and PI e R R e  e DMON D A L ex A N De R in
the second half of the 19th century. Modern art includes a work by J e F F KO O N S , exhibited at Fonda-
tion Beyeler in Basel in 2012. • Considering the importance of koline in Slovenian culture, it is surpris-
ing that Slovenian art offers only a modest number of authors and subjects dealing with pigs and koline.
With the exception of murals, this subject is very poorly represented in earlier periods. Together with
the depiction of slaughtering on the November medallion in Hrastovlje, a fresco painted in 1490, and
an even earlier depiction on a Brabant calendar at the monastery in Bistra near Vrhnika from 1415, it’s
worth mentioning also meat trade on the Holy Sunday mural in Crngrob, and some small details (a
grilled sausage, a grilled thigh and the depiction of a wild boar) on the painted ceiling in the presby-
tery in Vuzenica, from 1653. On a Celje ceiling from circa 1600, in the hall of the old counts’ mansion, a
slaughtering scene is featured in the depiction of winter. The works of Slovenian painters include
sausages by F e R D O  V e S e L , a variety of typified depictions by M A K S I M  G A S PA R I – the only
known depiction of koline – a painting on glass from 1955 by I VO Š u B I C , a portrait of a pig by
T O M A ž  P e R KO, and still-lifes with meat products by Ru D I Š PA N z e L (Shoulders 1985, Winter Still
Life 1987, Kras 1990, Knife Sharpness 1998 and Kras Cut 2001). • Of a completely different nature and
meaning are pig scenes on postcards, greetings cards and especially New Year cards. As we have
seen, they feature the pig as a symbol of happiness and prosperity, often decorated with other lucky
charms, such as a four-leaved clover, a horseshoe, and – somewhat more rarely – a toadstool. The pig
can also be ridden by a chimney sweep—a Slovene lucky charm. This subject on cards is general, in-
ternational – at least Central European – and has been around since the 19th century. • Due to their
positive and negative symbolic meanings, pigs and koline are featured in verbal and visual messages
in graffiti. They can convey either a wholly enjoyable message or they can reflect certain political
views that graffiti artists associate with the advocates of particular policies and holders of political
functions. In such contexts, the verbal message can often refer to the word koline, which now adopts
a symbolic meaning. An example of such graffiti in Snežniška ulica in Ljubljana is saying: The elite is
feasting. When is koline time? An example of many clever verbal graffiti is a line on a bench in a
park in Belgrade: What is better than Red Bull? The Order of Bacon (Red in Serbian is order)!
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Stojan Kerbler
koLine anD a sLovenian master oF photography
The Slovene photographer, S T O J A N  K e R B L e R (b. 1938), created one of the prettiest “monuments”
to the relationship between pig and man and the koline ritual in his photo cycle Koline in Haloze,
where he emphasised the explicit social dimension of the ritual. With his outstanding black-and-white
photos he showed why it is justifiable to say that koline in Haloze are the biggest family and local
celebration, and an act that brought the families and locals into a community, where all the partici-
pants had firmly-established roles in the relationship between slaughtering a “close” family mem-
ber and the eagerly-awaited foods, cyclically consumed in winter time, from one house to another.
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Pigs in movies
movie proDuction anD animateD movies
Talking about the subject of the pig and koline in global movie production would take a special
research. Besides live action movies, there are animated movies, especially cartoons for children
and adults. Let me point out just two examples. The first one is the famous series and movie The
M u P P e T  S H O W , with M I S S  P I G G Y playing one of the central characters. Like other animal
characters, she adopts and represents human characteristics. Standing out in Slovene movie pro-
duction is Rdeče klasje (Red Wheat, 1970), based on the novel Na kmetih (Rural Life) by I V A N
P O T R č , and directed by ž I V O J I N  P A V L O V I ć . The movie, showing events in Dravsko polje
after WW II, is a moving account of the period when the authorities were enforcing – by any means
– the collectivisation and kolkhozes among the kulaks. Grain, pigs and lard played an important
role in this process. Their compulsory delivery had many family and personal stories behind. Far-
mers were hiding their produce, including pigs and lard. A whole range of creativity developed around
how to conceal pig slaughtering and making koline from the authorities, as efficiently as possible.





he pig as a lucky charm is often featured on souvenirs and gifts. With the pig being one of the Chinese
zodiac animals (valid for anybody born in 1923, 1935, 1947, 1959, 1971, 1983, 1995, 2007), variants of this
animal in the form of mascots and figurines are very common in Chinese tourist shops, only increasing
when the year of the pig is proclaimed (the next one comes in 2019). The pig sign in the Chinese zodiac
belongs to yang signs, because the people born under this sign are determined and positive. They are
gallant gentlemen, their behaviour is kind and sophisticated. Those born under this sign are honest and
sociable, but they cannot resist temptations, including love… The pig is a common mascot and a gift.
Conveying positive symbolic ingredients, such as welfare, prosperity, happiness, friendship, it often ap-
pears with a four-leaved clover in its mouth or a horseshoe around its neck, as we have seen. The image
from postcards and greetings cards has, therefore, made its way into a three-dimensional form, usually
in the shape of a piggy-bank, as we have seen. It has a slot on its back for inserting money and a plug on
the underside to empty it. Piggy-banks were often made by potters. Without the opening for emptying,
they had to be simply smashed to obtain the money within — perhaps a symbolic form of koline. • Popu-
larity of suckling pigs and young pigs is general, and their positive nature is behind many technological
creations and popular toys. They include characters from the The Muppet Show series. Together with
Kermit the Frog, the aforementioned Miss Piggy is also very popular. Toys include mechanical and elec-
tronic creations that make voices, move or emit light effects or even imitate some human characteris-
tics, and so children can put clothes on them or play with them daily and celebratory jobs and customs.
The most common traditional Slovene toys include earthen pots, used as piggy-banks. After WW II, 
a didactic game, called The Farm, was still fairly popular. Children were required to arrange pig figurines,
as well as pigsties and fodder plants.

igs are quite often featured on stamps of many national posts, either as independent issues or as parts
of domestic animals collections. The subject of koline is featured solely as products, not the act of
slaughtering, flaying or the accompanying ritual. The stamps by the Postal Service of Slovenia include a
stamp of the Krško polje pig, Slovenia’s original breed, and a piglet as a lucky charm on a Christmas holi-
day stamp. Some koline products are also featured on the stamps of the culinary series “Tour of Slove-
nia with a Spoon”.

chweinemuseum in Stuttgart opened its doors on 1 May 2010. It is thought to be the biggest sow (and pig)
museum in the world. It is housed on three floors (25 sections) in the former headquarters of the city
slaughterhouse, and contains around 50,000 pig- and sow-related exhibits. The museum director started
buying piglet and sow figurines, collecting more than 600 objects in the first year. The museum is prima-
rily intended for family visits, and attracts with its slogan Kunst, Kultur und Kitsch (Art, Culture and
Kitsch). With its bizarre arrangement, the museum shows the important role of the sow and pig in soci-
ety. For example, their exhibits include the most famous sow in the world – Miss Piggy from the Muppet
Show. Visitors are made familiar with the fact that Denmark is the only country in the world were the
population of sows and pigs is larger than the number of its people. • In Slovenia, the only museum pre-
sentation of pig farming can be found at the posavje museum in Brežice, as part of its permanent exhi-
bition. It presents the indigenous Krško polje pig and devices and tools used for koline. Pigs are shown
behind a fence, woven from wooden rods, which is a symbol of the characteristic free-range grazing of
pigs in Krško polje.
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Comments and Opinions on Koline
There is less in the realm of commentary in newspapers and magazines, while
many more comments on koline can be found on the Internet. A debate confronts
the advocates and critics of koline and meat diets in general. People comment on pig
farming, slaughtering techniques, recipes for sausages and other meat products,
even pedagogical motives of koline. Some of the most typical and telling contri-
butions are quoted below. The following piece is critical of koline: There are many
wise people surrounding koline. It would make you think that they are all
professors of “kolinelogy”. Everybody knows how much salt to use, how
many grams of pepper and garlic to add, to keep the right ratio between
meat and the rest… But there is a saying: “Too many cooks spoil koline!” It is
utter nonsense to interfere with the recipes for sausages and salamis… passed
down from generation to generation, from koline to koline, from year to year.

* An article by L a r a  p o W e r 78 has a positive educational implication, and aims
to open the eyes of everyone who fails, or even refuses, to see a number of oppor-
tunities in koline as a branch of the gastronomic culture of Slovenia: “Look where
we have come”, added a merry Slavko. In a couple of years’ time, we might
be proud of koline. Like the French of their Fête de la pèle-porc. In the
Pyrenees, they hold an annual festival, La Pourcailhade, offering a great
variety of dishes, with pork as the main ingredient. Why shouldn’t we, the
Subalpiners, be proud of minced lard, brawn, stomach, royal prata or
roast mavžlji, the meat of pig’s head, mixed with bread, buckwheat and
seasoning, wrapped in pork membrane? If the Germans can boast of their
blutwurst, the Frenchwith boudin noir, the Finnishwith mustamakkara,
the Englishwith black pudding, the Spanishwith morcilla cocida, the 
Subalpine traditionalists could be proud of their blood sausage. And much
more to feed and enchant Chef a n t h o n y  b o u r D a i n . While he would
probably enjoy them more At Lojze’s Place, he could be served them also
in more fashionable restaurants. They can be served in micro portions,
with caramelised apples and a slice of buckwheat porridge. J o ž k o  s i r k ,
a great traditionalists among the Slovenian minority in Italy, follows an
old recipe and cooks them in vinegar and serves with a heap of polenta. *

a n  a D v o c at e of slaughtering and koline stands up for humane slaughtering
methods, which affects the quality of meat: There are days when many villages
echo with such eerie noises that many a man would think that Judgment
Day is upon us. Koline time is also the time when the advocates of animals
and animal rights come alive, especially with the law prohibiting slaughte-
ring at home. I agree that animals should be stunned before slaughtering
and the law should be obeyed, but we should not forget that we are humans
and slaughtering for food can also be a humane act and actually must be. It
is a fact that stress before slaughtering has a negative effect on the quality of
meat, and frightened animals have much lower meat quality.79 * The quality
of meat depends on how animals are treated before slaughtering. Slaughtering in
the shed offers a good opportunity to keep the high quality. The most common
mistake is causing a stressful situation before slaughtering (long transport, 
improper stunning).Animals’ fasting before slaughtering is advised, but should
not exceed 12 hours. Our ancestors also used to feed the pig one last time on the
eve before slaughtering, saying: Have one last meal, you will have to die to-
morrow! The pigs, used for meat products, should be of heavier weight, i.e. around
150 kg.After slaughtering it is vital for the meat to cool down before it is processed.
Immediately after slaughtering, the meat temperature is around 39° C. For quality
meat products, the advisable temperature is between 0 and 4° C.* After joining
the European Union, koline started to change. Increased emphasis was on the hy-
gienic and health compliance of koline and other meat products. v i D a  č a D o n i č
š p e L i č , the head of the Administration of the Republic of Slovenia for Food
Safety said, in an interview: There is no control over koline, because farmers
are allowed to slaughter the pigs for their own use, without notifying any
veterinarian authorities, and there is no requirement for any inspection…
It is against the law to sell products, such as fresh meat, on farms, unless
the farm is registered as an agro-tourism farm, or it is registered with us,
which means that it has properly-equipped premises and has notified the
Administration of performing this activity. It is then included in our moni-
toring, and its turn comes a couple of times per year for our inspection. *

78
Power, Lara, 

Tega se v petih 
minutah ne boš naučil.

Dnevnik 60/2010 
(6 February), no. 30,
Dnevnikov objektiv, 

p. 19.

79
Accessible at:
http://druzina.enaa.
com/Kulinarika/
kuharski-nasveti/
Zimske-koline-za-
adventni-cas.html.



Terrible! The time of bloody koline is coming. Despite slaughtering taking 
place on a daily basis in the bloody slaughterhouses, koline are the pinnacle 

of human cruelty to animals. Despite the Animal Protection Act, requiring 
in Article 25 that warm-blooded animals should be professionally and 

properly stunned before slaughtering, this does not happen. Animals grunt 

and scream, and people take more pleasure if animals are subject to 
extra suffering before they are placed on their plates. What is happening in 

Slovenian villages is terrible slaughter… with no respect and no awareness 

that animals feel the same pain as we do. And the definition of the pig in 
the Dictionary of Standard Slovenian Language is: A domestic animal, 

mostly reared for meat and bacon. The human – defined in the DSSL as a 

being capable of thinking and speaking and containing in themselves all 

positive moral values – rears and kills animals (pigs) for meat and bacon, 

despite holding in themselves positive moral values! Utter hypocrisy!

Negative opinions
AND COMMENTS ON PIG SLAUGHTERING AND KOLINE

ARE VERY DIVERSE.
Their common ground is disagreement with animal torture,

where opponents often resort
A L S O  T O  S O M E  S T E R E O T Y P E

INTERPRETATIONS.
THIS IS A SELECTION OF EXAMPLES FROM
THE INTERNET, PUBLISHED IN THE COMMENTS SECTION OF THE ARTICLE

Koline Time is Comming
on the national television’s Multimedia Centre blog:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Other comments followed:
• Koline are festivals of blood.
• Farmers in Slovenia perform just shy of 300,000 domestic slaughters.
• Taking life is always an act of cruelty; however, unsubstantiated claims

that “meat-eaters” take more pleasure if the animal had suffered is utter
nonsense and generalisation.

• Sad, something to cry over, when you see some people having no compas-
sion..., seeing them picking on a helpless pig, like some Neanderthals… but
cowards at the same time… let them pick on a lion, without weapons… it
would scare the shit out of them!

• Someone quoted the Dalai Lama: “I see no reason why we should slaughter
animals for food, when we have so many substitute products. After all, the
human can live without meat”.

• I definitely see no issue with using meat for food, and with anything that it
inevitably brings (slaughtering…). It, of course, doesn’t mean that I support
torturing animals, both while they are alive and at slaughtering.

• In slaughterhouses there are slaughterers, not butchers!
• The slaughterer’s job definitely affects the psyche. I know no slaughterer

who is not a drunkard, if not worse. My uncle was a local slaughterer and
he used the gun (working tool) on himself a few years back. But I also have
a neighbour, also a slaughterer (amateur), but so far so good, and he is not
a drunkard.

• I used to work as a slaughterer. I’m responsible for the deaths of some 300
to 500 pigs, a couple of calves, horses, lambs, kids, rabbits… I used to have
no problems drinking animal blood and eating raw meat. Eventually,
when I slaughtered my last pig, something struck me. I was in a private
house, having finished a pig. I suddenly took my apron off, left all my
knives and tools there, and left. Now you will not get me anywhere near a
slaughtering scene. Of the said habits, I still eat raw meat but I really can’t
get it into my mouth if it’s cooked… nothing to explain here; raw meat still
has the power to attract me, but cooked no more. I just need a bit of salt for
raw meat and this is it. It only needs to be fairly fresh. For me, a steak on
the plate is a really bad culinary idea.

A more realistic view was expressed in a commentary in Delo national news-
paper in 2001: A noisy build-up and an inept slaughter can significantly
extend a pig’s suffering. However, it would be difficult to ban koline.
They are part of our tradition and folklore, like bullfighting in Spain.

Hurry and Comfort Your
Sows Today
Pointing to pig torturing as an aspect of slaughtering is accompanied by 
all sorts of suggestions and offers, which is a testimony to the fountain of
“creativity” of its own sort; in other words, looking for some easy money.
These two ads for sow whisperers prove it:

sow whisperer.
C O M F O R T  YO u R  S O W  F O R  5  e u R O S .

Hello,
With winter approaching, your sows are increasingly scared, desperate, 
depressed, as they know what’s next for them. But then I come to comfort
your sows before slaughtering at an incredible bargain price.

C O M F O R T I N G  A  S I N G L e  S O W :  5  e u R .
Every third sow is comforted for free, yes, that’s true – FREE; 
it makes 3 sows for 10 EUR.
The sows with black patches on their bodies cost a little more, 20%, due to
their difficult nature.

H u R RY  A N D  C O M F O RT  YO u R  S OW S  T O DAY.
Sows are sad and depressed prior to slaughtering.

*
Furež, elsewhere called koline, koljereja or prašična, used to be 
a true village celebration. The tradition continues in many places. 
But no-one has ever thought that sows are very sad and depressive 
at that time. On the Bolha website, you can hire a sow whisperer.

Offering solace to sows before slaughtering for 5 EUR.
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n some regions in Slovenia, there was a rule that the children from the houses where koline took place
in winter had special permission to be out of school on that day. It allowed them to experience the whole
process and ritual of the celebration. Including the role of the pig for balanced nutritional requirements
of the population in the curriculum is definitely one of the ways to go, which could lead people to tole-
rant understanding and acceptance of koline and everything related to it. A piglet is, therefore, not just
a lovely toy, a hero from cartoons, but also a domestic animal that grows and provides people with a
share of the meat diet. Some schools organise outstanding workshops and projects on the subject, often
exceeding the one-sided views of the adults. Unfortunately, there are also deviations, only widening the
gap between the advocates and critics of koline. Here is an example: 80

As a child, I never knew how they execute those big pigs, neither was I asking myself too much
about it. The harsh reality came to surface in the seventh grade, when our school got the idea to
take us on a field trip to the regional slaughterhouse. At 7 a.m. we, including the pigs, were at the
door of the slaughterhouse. We were ushered inside, and the pigs, too. There I was standing, jaw-
dropped and eyes wide open. At the slaughterhouse stood a butcher in a white coat, he put the
pig that was next in line in some sort of “headphones”. The pig screamed, shook a little and drop-
ped. The next butcher slit its throat, hung it on a hook and put it on the conveyor belt that took it
to the next butcher, who flayed it. The pig on the hook was still merrily shaking. Well, not the pig,
its nerves. The whole process took about a minute, two at most, after which I and my classmate
ran away through the door to get some fresh air, threw up a little, cried and told the class teacher
that we had no intention of going back and watching further processing. The field trip finished
off with getting some cooked sausages as a reward. My classmates were happy to grab mine,

which I somehow didn’t enjoy, nor the roast pork waiting for me on the table at home. I truly
wonder what the public would say today if 13-year old kids were taken to witness pig slaughtering.

oline are also associated with accidents, thefts and criminal activities. At koline time, their theft signifi-
cantly increases. Almost every week there is a report that unknown individuals stole meat or the whole 
koline. This is an example from 28 January 2016, published in Slovenske novice newspaper.

“When I opened the freezer, I almost had a coronary”! said F. T. from Zameško. Slaughtering
had taken place during the weekend, but when she and her son headed to the agricultural buil-
ding, M. immediately noticed that something was wrong… There were visible traces of burglary
on the door, and something unexpected was waiting inside: The 420-litre freezer, full of meat –
they had slaughtered two pigs of about 170 kilogrammes each – was empty. Frozen vegetables
and walnuts were all that was left. And they hadn’t touched the crackling and lard. “I miss eve-
rything, but I cannot forget the blood sausages! So much work goes into them; and now there is
nothing”. Only a few days earlier, thieves picked on the garage of P. V. in Zaloke. “We had re-
ared two pigs, one of them was 220 kilogrammes. We had completely cut it up and left the meat
in the garage to cool down during the night”… Thieves took everything: Larger cuts of meat,
ready-to-use steaks, meat prepared for smoking. They only left ground bacon for crackling.

The word koline is often used as a metaphor for bloody fights, manslaughters and murders. Delo news-
paper, for example, published a short comment on a fight between two Romani (gypsy) groups, stating:
“Not a murder, this was koline”.

I
KChildren had 

permission to be 
out of school

80
Accessible at:

http://www.bajta.
si/kuhajmo-z-vale/

koline-recept-
kisla-repa.
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ith the decline of koline on farms, the number of festivals with 

koline as their centrepiece and focal point has been on an increase in

recent years. They are organised by groups, societies and clubs, not

only in villages, but also in towns and cities. This makes koline newly

an urban ritual. As such, it joins other, once agrarian forms that are

adopting completely new meaning and social importance. They are be-

coming a sort of theatrical performance, involving not only “actors”

but also active participation of the “spectators”. • In 2001, in the base-

ment and in the front yard of a private house in the suburban settle-

ment of Kudrovec in Šmartno under Šmarna gora, near Ljubljana, a

specific type of cultural-educational-entertaining event was started by

a local cultural society. The organisers named it the annual piglet fes-

tival and it takes place to honour Slovene Culture Day. The event, mov-

ing after a couple of years to the nearby agricultural premises at the

foothills of Šmarna gora, rests on strong foundations, consisting of a

one-of-a-kind literary event, koline and some incredibly cheerful,

friendly socialising. It is a two-day festival: The first day is about the

literary event and slaughtering a pig (or two) and making koline,

while the second day continues with making meat products and bois-

terous socialising. The active participants of the festival include fami-

lies and individuals. The main ceremony on the first day is an event

with funny recitations about koline. They are often humorous adap-

tations of some of the poems of France Prešeren. The ceremony be-

gins with singing the national anthems of Slovenia and of the

European Union, followed by performances by individuals and groups.

The performing artists pay tribute to the local village, the pig and the
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O The “ o F F i c i a L ” part is followed by working on koline according to
the standard procedure. The first break includes c e r e m o n i a L tasting
of fresh pig liver, roasted in a large pan and washed down with (wine)
cviček. When cutting up the pig and preparing the filler for sausages has
been finished the party gathers around and prepares goulash. The
next day, pieces of meat are prepared for smoking and blood sausages
are tasted. e a c h  y e a r , the event is marked by a keynote speech,
read during the ceremony. Below are some excerpts of the speech that
was read during the closing ceremony of the 2004 festival.

The fourth annual cultural piglet festival is coming to its end. Blood sausages have been
made, and grill sausages are well underway… This day marks the end of piglet festivals,
when homemade koline was accompanied by all sorts of mascots… Just remember the
snow mascot (a sitting piglet, over three metres tall) from the year before last. There was no
snow last year, so the mascot of the Piglet Festival was a tree root in the shape of a pig’s
head, found on the slopes of Mt. Šmarna gora… This year’s prettiest mascot was made in
Šmartno pri Ljubljani, on Ježek’s farm. A while ago, this straw sow was displayed on the
homestead, together with another two straw young pigs, but these two disappeared in the
night, just like our ducklings… By a happy coincidence, the mother sow is the mascot of our
festival this year… On the occasion of probably the last Piglet Festival on this location, it
seems right to pay tribute to this sow, now made into sausages, without which there would
be no 4th annual cultural Piglet Festival… She was born in Prekmurje in a large pig family…
Immediately after birth, the piglets were drinking their mother’s milk and growing in har-
mony with their family… Human hands fed these piglets with quality food to make them
grow faster… And so, in love and unaware, they were growing and gaining weight… Once
this sow reached 230 kg, she had to leave her home for new places, and unfamiliar peo-
ple… You know the rest… The sow had been growing her whole life, only to be able to give
back to the people what she was getting from them… So, things have come full circle… We
are also part of this circle of getting and giving. Are we aware of this?... Enjoy your meal!



In February 2016, the guests of the 15th annual Piglet Festival and celebration of

Slovene Culture Day were served a lunch of “eggs ‘n’ brains” with onion, liver and a

cake, baked by Marija Hočevar from Prekmurje. On top of that came cooked

tongue and heart, pork neck roasted under a cast iron bell, and wine. Two pigs,

bought in Kozjansko, were slaughtered. • Marko Žagar, the owner and spirit behind

the gourmets’ club of skaručna, started making kolinewith his friends way back in

2009. In 2013, they initiated koline as culinary workshops for participants from

Slovenia and guests from abroad, in cooperation with local butchers and farm ladies.

The goal of these annual workshops is to gain knowledge about koline and preserve

the rich cultural heritage of meat products. They, of course, don’t slaughter the pig

themselves; instead, they bring an eviscerated one from the butcher. The participants

have an opportunity to learn how the pig is cut up and to make grill sausages, blood

sausages, skin sausages, regular sausages and salamis, in the so-called traditional

way. Koline are accompanied by other typical Slovenian dishes, such as bread, vr-

tanek, liver, baked blood, sour soup, pork leg, matevž, turnip, crackling, godla or

blood soup, pork tripe, netted pork roast, sour turnip, sauerkraut, a crackling cake etc.

After some fun, music and making meat products, each participant takes home a

fresh blood sausage and a grill sausage, and the organiser sends two cured sausages

by mail one month later. One of these two sausages is cured in the wind called the

Bora, which rages across the Kras region, and the other is smoked in Gorenjska. •

“Kids are no longer aware where meat and meat products come from,

while adults also have no opportunity to reminisce about koline, once a

very popular, fun-filled and generally the biggest farming holiday…

Young people today think that a pig grows in the supermarket and meat

comes from shelves”, remarked two butchers. Some of the pupils – at the request

of their parents, mostly vegetarians – don’t attend koline, and they stay at home.

Otherwise, the event is intended to show young people why koline used to be the

biggest rural celebration. • ribnica pigfest (ribniška svinjarija) is the name for the

koline event in Dolenje Laze, near Ribnica. It took place in the week before Candle-

mas in 2011. At the local sports field, they organised, or rather revived, koline –

or pigfest, as it is locally known. A 100-kilogramme pig was slaughtered, and two

dozen men of all ages demonstrated what koline are all about. They made skin

sausages, blood sausages, grill sausages, crackling, and also cabbage. One of the

active participants said: “In late autumn and winter, koline used to be a celebra-

tion at every house. Now, we have made it for the whole village, to keep the tra-

dition alive”. Some of the products were consumed, and some taken home by the

visitors. • In 2012, Kostevsko šišilo was organised for the first time in Kostel,

where 56 cured food products were evaluated by an expert commission.
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Since 2010, the Komenda Tourist Society (twenty minutes north of
Ljubljana) has organised the Koline at Koželj Homestead event. It is
special because not just adults, but also school children are invited.



140 zasavc’s sausage and bunkucar Fest
and Days of homemade koline

In January 2007, the 3rd Zasavc’s81 sausage and bunkucar fest82 (Zasavčeva

klobasarija in bunkucarija) was organised. The objective of the event was to accele-

rate the protection of the designation of origin of Zasavje liver sausage, but the latter

did not materialise. In 2015, the 36th days of homemade Koline (36. dnevi domačih

kolin) took place at Strnad Inn in Hotemež, not far from Radeče near Zidani Most.

The visitors, i.e. guests, were offered blood sausages, grill sausages, Kranjska

sausages, liver sausages, matevž, žganci, turnip and cabbage. Koline, at this inn,

is a long-standing tradition, as it is at many traditional inns around Slovenia.

sevnica salamifest
Since 1962, Sevnica has hosted the annual sevnica salamifest (sevniška 

salamijada), the oldest and the main event among this type of events in Slovenia.

It is celebrated annually on Martyrs’ Day (10 March) and has assumed an interna-

tional character in recent years. Because the winning salamis run out quickly

every year, the Salami Society of Sevnica issued the recipe, and the Grajske mesnine

company began producing the traditional Sevnica salami.

sevnica chamois
is a group of 15 young men from Posavje, enjoying success in tug-of-war competitions.

In January 2015, they decided to make koline from a 430-kilogramme pig, and invite

also outside guests. With koline dying out, the Chamois decided to revive it and show

it to the public. A home-fed pig suits koline best. The best roast comes from a 120 kg

pig, while a pig of over 200 kilogrammes will provide the best quality salamis. Salamis,

cured sausages, grill sausages and blood sausages were made from a 430 kg pig,

while some of the meat was put aside to be smoked, and some was eaten fresh, also

grease and crackling were made. Young people are often no longer familiar

with koline and many believe that sausages, salamis, bacon and crackling

come from supermarkets, which is a repeated refrain among those com-

menting on koline. A Chamois member said that with the absence of grinders,

everything used to be made by hand. There were also no cannons83 and

freezers, which is why there were fewer sausages and salami made.

Festival of homemade koline 
With 120 members, the Homemade Koline Society from Kostanjevica na Krki was

established in 2000. Around the festival of St. Anthony (17 January), they organise

the festival of homemade Koline (praznik domačih kolin), an evaluation of crack-

ling, meat sausages, blood sausages, tlačenka and sweet and savoury potica,

brought for evaluation from anywhere between the towns Šentjernej and Brežice.

81
Name of a local

newspaper.
82

Bunkuc
is a local term 

for apple cider.

83
A device for

stuffing
sausages and

salami.
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estival of Wine, Bread and Dried Fruit
In April, they organise the festival of wine, bread
and dried fruit, as they humorously refer to cured
meat products. Mostly salamis are evaluated at
this event. The society has its own banner, with a
slogan Nothing beats the pig. These are also so-
cial events. During the events they, for example,
try to guess the weight of the biggest tlačenka.
In 2015, a producer brought a potato sausage.
Each producer submits two samples, evaluated by
a panel. In 2015, one hundred samples were evalu-
ated. They included 30 blood sausages, 25 boiled
meat sausages, 15 grill sausages, 7–8 samples of
crackling, 12–13 tlačenkas in casings, made from
intestines or stomach, or in a potica cake model.
The evening finishes with a feast with all the eva-
luated dishes, while drinks are paid for.

Crackling Cake Fest (Ocvirkijada)
In Dolenja vas near Krško there is an event where
crackling is presented in a variety of breads, cakes
and other dishes. Since 2008, it has been orga-
nised by the Cultural Society Žarek from Krško.
In January 2016, as many as 47 different crackling
dishes were presented at the event.

Koline on Menič Farm 
The Cured Meat Delicacies Society from Leskovec
near Krško organises koline on menič farm.
Around 40 members of the society take part,
plus the members of the Farm Ladies Working
Group Krško polje putting on an exhibition of
bread and baking that surround koline.

Križnik’s Meat Products
In the village of Trobni Dol near Laško, there is a
homestead that is renowned for Križnik’s meat
products, i.e. the house’s salamis, sausages,
bacon, želodec (stomach) and other meat
products, under the brand name Križnikove
mesnine z Vrha. The visitors are shown around
the place and presented its products.

Koline
In 2002, Mountaineering Club Laško hosted koline
at its mountain hut under Šmohor (784 m), which
offered a unique addition to the regular food on
offer at this hut.

The Annual Firemen’s Furež
is held by the members of Ponikva Firemen Soci-
ety. They make koline every year on the Slovene
Culture Day, 8 February: blood sausages, salamis,
regular sausages and crackling. The feast features
liver and a dinner of furež treats. Each year, 
koline are made at a different location in town.

Furež at the Junež Homestead
Society Gaja holds koline, i.e. furež at the Junež
homestead, which is an extremely rare preserved
piece of architectural heritage in this part of
Slovenia. The experience of precisely old school-
made koline in these surroundings has all the
characteristics of a so-called “living museum”.

Prlekija Koline – the Old Way
Members of the Cven Tourist Society have been
holding the prlekija Koline – the old way event
since 2006, at a venue called Grünt84, where they
demonstrate making sausages, blood sausages,
roasted liver, crackling and tünka meat. Tünka
meat is first pickled in brine for two weeks, fol-
lowed by quick roasting in a brick oven, stacked in
a wooden bucket and filled with minced lard. They
begin to consume it only at the time of corn sow-
ing. The organiser’s ambition is to show how 
koline used to be. They want the young genera-
tion to get acquainted with what used to be a
major job on the farm, and a social event in winter
time. Due to regulations and inspections, they are
unable to show the entire procedure, as they are
not allowed to butcher the pig in the yard. In-
stead, it has to be taken to the slaughterhouse in
Gornja Radgona, where it is also split and given a
veterinary stamp. Everything else is done at

Grünt. In February 2015, the pig weighed in at 255
kg, with 184 kg of pure meat. The butcher was as-
sisted by two helpers. The women were in charge
of boiling the bacon, later used to make tünka.
The name of the event sums up the first verse of
a folk song, Kda je Prlek gujdeka kla.

čurkijada
In Kog there is a society called Antonfest in
Kog. Since 2010, they have organised an event,
called Čurkijada. Antonfest comes from patron
St. Anthony of the Desert the patron saint of pig
producers, koline and meat products. The event
is associated with sensory evaluation of millet
sausages (čurk), their exhibition and tasting.

Annual koline event in Haloze
Caring for preserving old customs, Haloze’s
Podlehnik Tourist Society hosts an annual koline
event. Everyone present at the event gets
down to work.They make blood sausage, get
the meat ready for brine, and finish the day off
making sausages. For lunch, the housewife roasts
some liver and boils potatoes with sauerkraut or
sour turnip. Then the work continues. Some
clean intestines in pools, others scrape the hair
off the pig’s head, hooves and tail, the butcher
salts the meat for sausages. Ten days later, the
meat is taken from the brine, roasted or cooked,
stacked in tünka and filled with fat or minced
lard as a sealant around the meat, to preserve it.

Many inns (and few restaurants)
put koline on late autumn and winter menus.
Some begin very early, while others concentrate
on late autumn and winter months. An unwrit-
ten rule says that koline should be on the menu
between St. Martin’s Day and Shrove Tuesday.
At Špilak’s inn in Puconci, koline are on the menu
from August through October. They offer blood
sausages, roast, liver with onion, roasted meat
trimmings, blood sausage filler in thymus etc.

This goes with cakes and poppy seed retaše.
They also make baked blood, called blood por-
ridge, but this is rather for themselves and their
friends. They even have a list of top priority
guests to be invited to sample this delicacy.

Pomurje Salamifest
The Firemen Society Radenci based at the 
Boračeva fire station has been home to the 
pomurje salamifest since 1997. Producers from
Pomurje and the neighbouring Austrian municipa-
lity of Radgona take part in the contest for the
best salami. They make a giant salami, and visi-
tors to the event then try to guess its weight.
The winners with the best quality salamis then
take part in the main salami contest in Sevnica.

Primorska koline
In Pince in Prekmurje, members of the Primorska
and Istria Society organised primorska koline in
2015. The event was held in memory of the an-
cestors who had immigrated from Primorska. On
the occasion of Primorska koline, the visitors
were shown some dishes from Primorska that the
Primorska and Istria people, living in Prekmurje,
had nearly forgotten about.

Krodegini Day
In 2016, the first Krodegini day was held, named
after the popular Primorska skin sausages, a spe-
cialty long-overlooked and considered second-rate.
With this event, they are trying to draw attention
to the possibilities that these sausages offer, in
making different dishes. The event also has a
competitive edge. Skin sausages are evaluated,
and the winners are announced — the same goes
for making skin sausage-based dishes. Individuals,
butchers, inns and agro-tourism farms from the
Kras region, both the Slovenian and Italian sides,
take part in the contest. In 2017, the winners were
selected from 53 skin sausage samples and 
12 food businesses that submitted their dishes.85
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• O. K., “Ocenjevali

krodegine”. 
Slovenske novice
27/2017 (9 February),
no. 38, p. 2.

• Gomišček Toni, 
“Krodegin menja 
obliko, kože nikoli”.
Slovenske novice
27/2017 (11 February), 
no. 40, p. 18.
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rom Nose to Tail
On their agro-tourism farm, Arkade in Črniče, Silva
and Jordan Cigoj have organised, since 2008, a
culinary event called from nose to tail, dedicated
to preserving the koline tradition. The menu con-
sists of pork and meat products, barley, potatoes
and turnip.86 In February 2014, they held a culinary
workshop on pig’s blood dishes.87 A special feature
of Cigoj’s menu includes fried shredded pig ears
that Cigoj calls freshwater calamari.

Festival of Istrian Sausage
In the area of Istria and Brkini, a very promising
evaluation of meat sausages, called the festival
of istrian sausage has been held since 2011. The
process of making the Istrian sausage is charac-
terised by filling intestines with a pork filler of
choice, followed by its drying by metres. First,
several local evaluation sessions are carried out in
Srmin near Bertoki, in Marezige, Puče and Kubed,
with the final event at Hiša refoška on the premi-
ses of the wine producer, Vinakoper, in Koper.
Sausages are evaluated according to the evalua-
tion rules of Ptuj’s Specialties of Slovene Farms
project. The three winning sausages from each
local contest qualify for the final evaluation at
Hiša refoška. The evaluation has a significant role
in raising the quality of Istria and Brkini sausages,
and their promotion as a typical local and regional
product. In its first year, 12 sausages were submit-
ted for evaluation, followed by 16 in the next year,
and 30 two years later, made by 26 producers. In
2014, 80 sausage producers from the Slovenian
and Croatian Istria took part in the evaluation.

Around the world, there is a whole range of
events, dedicated to pigs, pork and typical meat
products.

Festival čvaraka
In Valjevo, Serbia, local crackling has been in pro-
duction for at least 200 years. Resembling shred-

ded tobacco, their local crackling enjoys a European
protected status, under the name of duvan
čvarci. It is made from the fat of a pig weighing at
least 200 kg. Each year, they hold festival čvaraka,
with more than ten teams taking part. Pieces of
meat are put into a cauldron (the ratio between
meat and bacon is 1 to 1.5), water is added and
then it simmers gently. Due to long boiling, meat
disintegrates into threads, and when all the water
vaporises, the fat melts and boiling changes into
frying. This should be cooked with constant stirring
and care taken to prevent overheating. Crackling is
then compressed and spread out when still warm,
salted and prepared for consumption. In addition
to the festival in Serbia, there are several other
events with meat products and the pig as the cen-
tral theme. Most of them take place at koline
time. A few examples: pršutijada (Mačkat, Janu-
ary), sremska klobasicijada (Šid, February), Kloba-
sicijada (Turija, February), slaninijada (Kačarevo,
February) and roštiljada (Leskovac, September).

Croatia
Taking place in April, Croatia hosts two major
events: samoborska salamijada and 
nacionalna šunkijada in Stari Mikanovci.

Hungary
In February, Budapest hosts the mangalica festi-
val, offering a wide selection of products from
this pig breed, including chocolate-glazed bacon.
The festival even features a special children’s pro-
gramme. The festival of palinka and sausages
is another popular event in Budapest, held every
October on the castle hill. A number of spirit- and
sausage-makers are featured at the festival. 
A contest of local butchers88 takes place in the
town of Napkor in Hungary. This is a major koline-
making contest between the local butchers. 
Between 200 and 300 professional butchers
enter the contest, each of them sporting a five-
member team at their side. Pork products are

made. Victory goes to the one who makes the
tastiest koline. Drinks are generous at the event.

Slovakia
pork Koline days are held in Bratislava in Slova-
kia in October and December.

Russia
During Winter Olympic Games in March, 2006,
Moscow hosted pig olympic games. Pigs from
different countries competed in three events:
Running, swimming and a ball game. These
games are not held every four years, as are their
Olympic counterpart, but annually.

united Kingdom
In Ramsbottom, England, the old tradition of
black pudding lobbing is preserved through
ramsbottom world black pudding throwing
championships, taking place every second Sun-
day in September. Despite its name, reflecting
the world championship character, the rivalry is
mostly between the regions of Yorkshire and Lan-
cashire. Contestants try to lob three black pud-
dings into one of the bowls, placed on a platform,
six metres above the ground. There are blood
sausage festivals also in Northern Ireland, for ex-
ample the black pudding festival at Archdale
Castle at the Caravan Park, and the annual fer-
managh black pudding festival in Enniskillen.

France and Belgium
Huge popularity of blood sausages in France and
Belgium (boudin in French) is the reason for or-
ganising a variety of culinary events associated
with this kind of sausages. Martagne-au-Perche in
South Normandy is referred to as the “European
capital of blood sausages”. Here, normandy’s
black pudding festival is held every March, at-
tracting over 650 blood sausage makers from all
over Europe, competing for the best blood
sausage. The contest and festival is supervised by

the Association of Blood Sausage Knights, wearing
special costumes and electing a member for the
blood sausage evaluation commission. Blood
sausage festivals are held elsewhere in France, in
Mours and Vigeois, for example. Since 1975, in Trie-
sur-Baise, the Brotherhood of the Pig (Confrérie du
Cochon) has been responsible for the festival, called
la pourcailhade. Held at the festival are pig races,
a variety of culinary contests, while the most
popular of all is the French “oink imitation cham-
pionship” – la championnat de france du cri de
cochon. In neighbouring Belgium, the blood
sausage festival in the town of Trazegnies is
hugely popular.

Finland, Spain
Due to huge popularity of blood sausages or
mustamakkara (Finnish black sausage) in Fin-
land, a range of events with these sausages at
their centre is held. The same goes for Spain and
their morcilla cocida sausages.

united States
Like many other traditions, the European sausage
making tradition found its way also to the United
States. boudin festival in Scott (Los Angeles) is
a very famous event. It is held in April, in the
same month as emeril lagasse foundation’s
“boudin, bourbon & beer” in New Orleans,
where blood sausages are made by many chefs.

India, Vietnam
In Bihar in India, they stopped the world’s biggest
sacrifice of domestic animals, including pigs, in 2015.
During this Hindu festival in Bariyarpur, every five
years between 300,000 and 500,000 animals were
sacrificed at the temple of Gadhimai, the goddess
of power, to please her. The international commu-
nity is still working to stop the ritual slaughtering,
i.e. pig killing competition in Vietnam, where two
teams are engaged in a very unethical competition
in front of a large crowd, to kill a pig and cut off its
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In February 2011, 
the menu included:

• Fried-dough fritters
with crackling, klarnica

• Tlačenka and brawn,
red onion, sunflower

seeds and pumpkin oil
• Composed dish of

pig’s ears and tongue,
white beans, dandelion, 

with balsamic vinegar
• A trio of house meats:

Smoked ham, šalam,
pâté, tünka,
Rebula wine 

• Šelinka with 
stomach, celery stems
• Pork tenderloin with

pot barley,
Florence fennel and

porcinis, covered with
slices of fat and jowl,

Malvasia wine
• Turnip, potatoes and

sausage – a typical 
Primorska koline dish,

Rebula wine
• Kidney and heart,

kohlrabi with 
marjoram, polenta

• Liver with bacon on
onion paste, topped

with acacia honey, 
polenta with 

sunflower seeds
• Pork cheek, spinach,

pine nut sauce, 
white polenta

• Cinnamon cake, 
applesauce purée,

mulce
• Sour soup, pork tail 

– a dish similar 
to what is served in 

the Štajerska region

87
In addition to typical
sweet Primorska
mulce, they also made
blood soup with turnip,
baked blood, pot barley
dish with blood, 
traditional blood
sausages, corn polenta
with blood, chestnuts,
marjoram, summer
savoury and covered
with slices of bacon,
pasta pockets filled
with Haloze blood
sausage that included
pot barley, toppled with
butter and seasoned
with fennel blossoms,
sweet štruklji from
phyllo dough and filled
with mulce (blood,
breadcrumbs, grated
apples, pine nuts,
raisins, walnuts, cloves
and cinnamon).
88
Bogataj, Janez, TZ 21,
Hungary, 2011.
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oline used to be the biggest family celebration. Some authors called it

“the greatest house celebration”. Both labels could hardly be attached to

most of the modern koline. Koline today are increasingly a matter of

technological slaughtering and making meat products, with an ever-de-

creasing social relevance in rural communities. Slovenia used to be

vastly different from region to region. These varieties are not of an in-

terest solely in view of work procedures, slaughter technology, process-

ing and products, but they certainly are from the viewpoint of the

diversity of the meaning and social importance of koline as a sociologi-

cal ritual. Koline are no longer “the central and ongoing phenomenon in

the material culture of the non-Muslim…agricultural society that has

otherwise undergone dramatic changes of the post-war urbanisation

and industrialisation of Yugoslavia”, as was Robert Minnich’s89 observa-

tion in 1987. It was not only the dramatic changes in the development of

the countryside, and social relations that have contributed to the shift

of a modern phenomenon from centrality and continuity to marginalisa-

tion and dispersion, but also the EU legislation, new views on diet,

neglecting self-sufficiency and other phenomena. Regardless of swee-

ping changes, koline have preserved local and regional differences –

however – in the variety of meat products. In terms of koline, the map

of Slovenia is considerably more unified than the one drawn by Minnich,

for his research of koline in Haloze. He believed that seasonal move-

ment of livestock in the Alpine part of Slovenia had a stronger impact

on the calendar of local festivities than pig slaughtering.90

89 – Minnich, G. Robert, Koline kot darilo in izražanje identitete v slovenski kmečki družbi,
Glasnik SED27/1987, no. 3–4, p. 116.

90 – See footnote no. 89, p. 116.
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Koline were believed not to have such a vital role in bringing together the local community and culture
as did other, vitally important festive activities, which were more effective in stirring cooperation bet-
ween houses.91 Minnich described south and east Slovenia areas of beech and oak forests, also suitable
for growing corn. For this reason, pig farming remained, for centuries, a form of agricultural adaptation,
regardless of the size of the household, and many language and ethnic borders that meet in this
area.92 In this part of Slovenia, pig trade has flourished since the 17th century, however it does not take away the
role of pigs as a food source for the local people. m i n n i c h , who makes no comparative mention of other
parts of Slovenia or pig farming, carried out his koline research in west Haloze. He argued that this part has
preserved many characteristics of the widespread tradition of pig slaughtering, recorded a generation
or two ago for most of the Slovenian countryside. Namely, in the areas where agricultural households
still share their work, the host of furež invites guests, butchers (men) and kitchen helpers (women)
from several closely-knit families. On top of that, the technical part of the event ends with a highly so-
phisticated feast, to which an additional number of relatives and friends of all generations is invited.93

In the 1980s, these were the last remnants of recorded relations within village communities. They cannot be 
attributed to Haloze only; to some extent and with some modifications, they used to take place also elsewhere
in Slovenia. Transformation of the external image of koline and its social and communication role has resulted
in new forms. During the time of Minnich’s research and before, some typical agricultural activities began to take
place even in urban areas. Former agricultural and working/agricultural societies in then-Yugoslavia began to over-
lap. In new urban settlements, for example, koline were sometimes undertaken in blocks of flats, pigs were reared
in baths in bathrooms, etc. Nowadays, koline have a tendency to cross from the realm of the traditional family 
environment to the environment of local societies, and then on to the level of public (tourist) events, as an activity
in old people’s homes, organised as workshops where urban dwellers gain knowledge about making sausages, etc.
All these new forms, which could be called “urban koline”, keep one of the fundamental characteristics of 
traditional koline, i.e. gathering and socialising around the table. These are no longer family members, neighbours,
relatives and villagers; and koline also no longer circulate as an exchange between households.

91
See footnote 

no. 89.
92

See footnote 
no. 89.

93
See footnote 
no. 89, p. 117.



ncient wisdom says that, without enjoying food in company, there is no story about human beings. In mod-
ern societies and companies, around tables laden with pork products, (modern) man can carpe diem, pon-
dering the question of when to enjoy life, if not now! For many in the countryside, koline became a day to
meet old friends, acquaintances and relatives; a day for socialising. Koline-makers still send out invita-
tions to koline, not only as a labour force, but also to those whom they would like to pay the greatest
respect, or perhaps express their thanks. Accepting the invitation, for the feast part in particular, is also
motivated by enjoying tasty and safely-prepared meat, and a koline gift that the guest will take home.
This gift has a wholly new “price”: Within the framework of the generally consumer society, and against the
backdrop of the huge selection of mass and industrially-produced foods, it represents genuine originality, in
terms of safely-sourced ingredients, tastes and everything else, collectively referred to as “homemade”.

oline in Slovenia offer proof that the key act of traditional, and modern koline is the act of slaughtering.94

The animal’s death is understood through the human’s self-preservation. This is not the death of just any
animal, but an animal that had been considered practically a family member. This explains the unique si-
lence, the focus ahead of the slaughter at daybreak, including shots of schnapps. This is far beyond “techno-
logical” focus, concentration before slaughtering. The participants show their supreme power, their strict
organisation as a team that dominates the pig. However, in the 19th century, articles appeared drawing atten-
tion to improper methods of slaughtering and moralising about children’s involvement in these deeds. In
1888, Novice wrote: Sows are sedated before slaughtering, at least in larger towns, because their
screaming is too annoying. The situation is different in small towns and in the countryside.
Some butchers are of the opinion that blood flows faster from the animal while still alive, which is
why they make the animal die slowly, to shed the blood before it comes close to the end of its life.

he butcher makes a small cut with a knife and leaves it inside, and then makes another cut
once blood has slowly begun to flow. In some areas, it is wrongly believed that the sow is not
particularly healthy, if it does not scream wildly during slaughtering. And so they refuse to kill
the animal quickly, and if it does not scream a lot because it is too fatty, they try to make it so by
sticking their thumbnails behind its eyes.95 In the countryside in particular, sow screaming is to
notify the area that something good is in progress. On farms, sow slaughtering is absolutely terri-
ble. Often, the farmer himself does not know how to slaughter properly, torturing the animal to
death; he is not familiar with blood vessels. And then he sticks and drills his knife, often blunt, in
the animal’s neck, trachea and gullet. There are cases when the whole neck is pierced, but the
main vessels are intact, little blood is drained and the animal suffers terrible pain, lasting for
half an hour, sometimes longer. Slaughtering is attended by hordes of people, because the ado-
lescent boy should learn how to stab and kill the sow. During this terrible anguish, boys and
girls are holding the sow’s legs, kneeling on it, pulling, pushing and hitting it, while a small child
is holding a bowl, trying to catch the running blood, and another one is stirring it in the bowl, to
prevent coagulation. Other youth from the village feast their curious eyes on these disgusting 
actions. This must have an adverse effect on the young hearts, becoming cruel, merciless and
learning to do the same horrible things later on in their lives, especially because they are attrac-
ted and prone to dirty jokes that adults love cracking on these occasions… There should be a
law, stipulating that any animal should be sedated before slaughtering… The Baden land sets
a good example. There, beginning in 1864, any animal needs to be sedated before slaughte-
ring… A ministerial order clearly says that “sows should be slaughtered by first hitting the
back of the animal’s head, immediately followed by pushing the knife into its heart”.
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94
Slaughtering at home

is meant, using modern,
animal-friendlier 

methods (e.g. pneu-
matic pistols, electric
currents), as opposed

to slaughtering at
slaughterhouses,

where koline owners
are not involved.

95
Several slaughterers

have told me that they
occasionally had a

“naughty” habit of
strongly pressing with

their thumb a pig’s eye
into its eye socket. 

The animal would start
kicking violently, which

would pose a big 
problem for those who

were holding the animal.
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Modern views
koLine oFten raise some Doubts
Modern views on koline are also often filled with moralising. Occasional discussions revolve around
the presence of children at koline, particularly the slaughtering part. This is part of a wider issue of our
attitude towards dying. We have become largely detached from the dying process, for people and
animals, and the thought of death is becoming increasingly strange. However, there are more and
more deaths around us, on the nightly news, often crueler than that of koline, which is direct and, one
hopes, professionally done. Images of all sorts of death scroll across our TV sets and cinema screens.
We are confronted with death on the roads and elsewhere. And that includes children! A dying pig
at koline is something completely different. Its directness, and the ability to witness a pig’s death 
at first-hand, actually awakens our basic instincts, from which we have become largely detached.
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The pig’s tail
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162 the pig’s tail has been reserved for children
who were, willingly or not, entering the world
of the most reluctantly-accepted moment.

Accompanied by an animal’s loud cries and screams, this entrance was made all

the more difficult by traditional slaughter techniques with a knife. Contact with

hot blood, spilling over the slaughterer’s arm, has its own meaning. However, this

technical act and a skilful cut had its ritual meaning until recently: The spot was

often blessed with holy water, or the sign of the cross was made on the spot of

the thrust. All this thus proves that koline also formed a rite of passage (accor-

ding to a r n o L D  v a n  g e n n e p ’ s Rite de Passage), where not only the

animal passes – which might be of less importance – but all the assembled par-

ticipants at koline do so as well, in their relation to the animal. Represented

were all three ritual phases, required by the rite order: Separation, transition and

incorporation. People were passing from separating from the pig and experien-

cing the death of “a family member”, to experiencing various phases of relaxation,

changing individuals’ roles during the working process, and Dionysian merryma-

king, where a family member, often the greatest friend, was “cannibalistically”

eaten. The incorporation phase included giving away koline, in terms of the re-

sulting meat-based delicacies. m i n n i c h says that, for the people of Haloze,

koline (furež) is like a wake for a pig. Killing these closest, farm family-

raised companions – the sows – is a moral offence, culminating in the

dramatization of the basic aspects of local social and moral order.96 It, of

course, applies not only to koline in Haloze, but also to all other Slovenian regions,

where this fundamental feature has undergone many transformations leading up

to modern times. Koline are, therefore, a meeting point for the opposing pairs

like life and death, the issues of transience and non-transience, morality and im-

morality. Koline provided a remarkable system and order or, as m i n n i c h put

it, a double drama, glorifying and explaining life’s facts, and a celebra-

tion of the local social order. Individual villagers and participating guests of

koline played adopted and imitating roles and jobs, always strictly prescribed.

For m i n n i c h , koline were an excellent tool to interpret the culture of a vil-

lage community. This community held koline as a dramatization of techniques,

the social order of the community and its moral norms. Koline were a means of

expressing the farm identity of the people of a particular place.

96
See footnote 
no. 89, p. 119.







Pig’s specialstatusPOSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
 LABELS AND COMPARISONS

 WITH THE HUMAN.

One-way relationship 
between human and pig.

T H E  H U M A N  I S  
G I V E N  P O S I T I V E  O R  
N E G A T I V E  L A B E L S  
O F  T H E  P I G  O R  S O W ,  
N O T  T H E  O T H E R  
W A Y  R O U N D .

Obscenities and dirty jokes, 
made while cutting out the pig’s 
organs. The inside of the pig 
resembles the human like no 
other domestic animal. When 
the participants sat astride a pig, 
covered with straw, they believed 
that the woman or girl who 
accidentally sat in the place of 
the pig's head, would soon 
become pregnant.

The pig as a domestic animal enjoys a special status among all others. It has a number of positive and negative

labels and comparisons with the human. However, comparisons between man and pig are a one-way route. It is the

human who is always given the positive or negative labels, typical of the pig or sow, and not the other way round.

Welcoming a young pig is like welcoming a new-born baby. We have learned of occasional historical anecdotes about

women who breastfeed weak piglets, to keep them alive. All further attention was paid to growing up, which meant gaining

weight and a properly thick layer of fat and bacon. In pig’s terms, growing meant fattening, and so the pig not only had its own

place – a piggery – but also its own kitchen, where special food, not shared with other animals, was prepared. Accepting the pig

into the human community has been shown by myriad examples of obscenities, dirty jokes and other examples of amoral (though

often witty) behaviour at koline, which have long been occasions for dark humour. This is connected with the characteristic com-

position of a pig’s guts, resembling the human’s like no other domestic animal. Dirty jokes were made about individual pig’s

organs, and the slaughtering ritual had many reproductive features, such as singing to the pig, which is the oldest surviving wor-

king procedure and ritual in northeast Slovenia. When the participants sat astride a pig, covered with straw, they believed that

the woman or girl who accidentally sat in the place of the pig’s head would soon become pregnant. The pig, the sow and their

young were given all sorts of pet names. It is, therefore, not possible to accept Minnich’s argument – referring mostly to Haloze

– that pigs and sows are deprived of pet names. Useless are the observations of E. R. Leach97 about verbal abuse of some animal

species, which Minnich relied on, when he tried to understand why pigs and sows, in contrast to other animals, are regularly killed

in the prime of their lives. Knowing a whole range of other domestic animals, also killed in their prime, these arguments simply

cannot be accepted. • liKe weddings and some other rituals, koline also had its master of ceremonies. This was not

the homeowner or his wife, but the slaughterer, who was a self-taught individual, both working and leading the work at koline.

With no other koline participant having the know-how and skills, the homeowner would hire him. There were exceptions, of

course, when this role was assumed by the homeowner or some other family member. However, these were exceptions rather

than the rule. The hired slaughterer received special attention, both in the form of provided assistance and special food and beve-

rage for him and his assistants. During a meal, the homeowner could join him and his team behind the table, which further en-

hanced the special status of the slaughter team, led by its chief butcher. There was also a discrepancy between rewarding the

butcher’s services and rewarding others, who were gifted with koline meat products. The slaughterer always received a reward

that, in terms of the amount and importance of meat products and cuts of meat, exceeded those given to the assistants and

other participating guests. • the slaughterer, with his team, was the “master of the koline ceremony”. He was at the

helm of a team that not only slaughtered the pig and cut it up, but also made meat products. From the homeowner and his wife,

he assumed the role of the central host. And so the participants were often swapping roles, and guests were assuming the role

of hosts. For example, the slaughterer also issued orders to the housewife about the course of koline on the farm. In a particularly

funny way, this co-created the drama surrounding the whole koline event. Namely, the slaughterer had an important quality –

a sense of humour which he incorporated in gender-related and sexual topics. These were very common at koline. For the physical

manifestation of these tales, not only were pigs’ and sows’ sex organs used, but also meat products, sausages in particular, as

they allowed amusing phallic interpretations. A proper slaughterer felt no pity for the animal. According to ancient belief, the an-

imal would otherwise not have died quickly. If the animal was able to run away, it was a great shame, a subject of comment and

ridicule across the entire community. The slaughterer was judged not only by his technical cutting abilities, and his preparation

above all of sausage, but mostly by his skill in the act of killing. This is still the case nowadays, despite completely different

working methods. Today, he is rarely referred to as a “slaughterer”; he is more known as a butcher. He is increasingly playing the

role of a “serviceman”, coming to the house, doing his job, getting his meal and remuneration, and then walking away (driving,

actually). He still directs the main course of koline, however his role is less commanding and more advisory and supervisory. •

97 – Leach, Edmund Roland, Anthropological Aspects of Language, Animal Categories and Verbal Abuse. New Directions in the Study of Language, Cambridge 1964.
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The role and position of the slaughterer used to be a matter of special respect.
He was respected for his skills of slaughtering technique; he knew how to
skin and cut up the pig, and he supervised the production of meat pro-
ducts. It also had to do with people’s, i.e. the participants’ fear, as they did not
want any contact with the beloved animal and, most of all, they were unable,
and unwilling, to kill it in a proper way. And so, they conferred this responsi-
bility upon someone else. The question is, what about this was more important
– the former, the latter or both? An analysis of koline cases in all Slovenian 
regions supports the latter option. The position and status of the slaughterer in
the so-called “traditional society” was similar to that of the blacksmith, who –
alongside his blacksmithing – also performed the jobs of the meat inspector
and veterinarian. • Koline are a combination of jobs and chores, skills and
abilities. They first point to the division of labour between the sexes. Koline’s
working cycles have two fundamental stages, during which their mutual rela-
tion is formed. t h e  F i r s t  s t a g e includes slaughtering and butche-
ring, which might be considered an unwanted labour, as it is about the death
of a close living being and a “family member”. t h e  s e c o n D  s t a g e is
making the meat products. This is a desirable stage, as meat products are
both necessary for food and enjoyable to eat. However, the division of work
between the sexes goes beyond these two stages, as taking care of the pig
and its feeding is, traditionally, strictly a woman’s job. The first thing after
slaughtering and skinning the pig’s back or stomach was checking the
thickness of the fat layer, by which the role of the housewife and her more
or less successful feeding of the pig was judged. Collecting the blood was an-
other woman’s job. This “honour” went to the housewife or the eldest daugh-
ter. Taking an active part in koline was a means for her to overcome fear and
prejudice about slaughtering, and be introduced to her future role as house-
wife. Other women’s jobs included preparing fillers for sausages, meals and
the celebratory feast for all participants of koline. Men displayed their
strength at holding the pig and its slaughtering. Cutting up the pig and
making sausages and other meat products were also mainly men’s jobs.
At traditional koline, the people of a local village used to circulate from
house to house, and so most of the villagers took part in several koline, on
several farms and homesteads, engaged in different jobs. Division of labour,
with a few negligible changes, has survived to this day. Only the role of the
slaughterer was permanent, often passed down from father to son.

Process
The working process had, and still has, several p h a s e s . Some of the
p h a s e s of modern koline are omitted, as the use of various parts of the
pig has often become limited to particular products, such as salamis and
sausages, fresh pieces of meat (stored in freezers), smoked and dried meat
products, etc. Preparation works were already considered the F i r s t
p h a s e , it was followed by slaughtering, which was approached with a
considerable degree of solemnity, even silence. This should relieve the pig
of stress. All the interviewees said the same thing about this p h a s e – that
every pig feels and knows that it is about to die. If the stabbed animal
did not die instantly, and its screaming continued, people used to comment
that it refuses to die because the housewife feels pity for it. There were
only isolated parts of Slovenia (south and southwest) where the word
killing or slaughtering was used for both the slaughtering p h a s e and
when referring to koline as the whole process. For example, people would
say to the pig: We will butcher you, explaining that it’s only a christened
being who dies, someone walking on two legs! In most other areas,
there was a habit that the housewife brought the pig its last meal, saying:
Have one last meal, you will have to die tomorrow! This was the death
of a family member, signifying transition from non-human to human,
from repulsive to desirable. This transition was accompanied by a
range of symbolic acts.98 • The working process was filled with issues
ranging from horror, to disgust and cruelty, to the p h a s e s of chopping
meat and making meat products of many aesthetic qualities (there is a cer-
tain beauty, for instance, to braided sausages). The latter was all the truer of
the filled large and small intestines, and also the stomach and other shapes
and forms of the final meat products, reflecting their pure perfection. The
unique aesthetics of meat products, sausages in particular, often made
their creators and other koline participants hint at a variety of interpreta-
tions: For example, some farmers will stitch two sausages together in the
form of a phallic “T”. People gave vent to sexuality straight away, when the
pig was split and a view of its guts (which visually recall genitalia), includ-
ing the sex organs, was possible. When these were removed, jokes and an-
ecdotes only intensified, reaching the domain of marital fidelity, intimate
relationships, incest and even the local priest’s celibacy.

98 – (Ravnik, Mojca) Robert Gary Minnich, The Homemade World of Zagaj. An Interpretation of the “Practical life” Among Traditional 
Peasant-Farmers in West Haloze – Slovenia, Yugoslavia. Universitetet i Bergen. Sosialantropologisk institut. Skrift-serie No. 18. Bergen
1979, XVII + 248 pages., illustr., appendix. V: Traditiones 15, Ljubljana 1986, p. 276.





hanges in the work procedures of modern koline have also resulted in a range of new issues, mostly in
terms of innovations in the slaughtering process, meat processing and manufacturing meat products.
Nowadays, you will not see anyone filling intestines by means of a clipped cow’s horn and entirely manu-
ally, but with the help of manual and electric filling devices. They are often the result of local or regional
self-taught skills and abilities. To clean the intestines, they no longer have to rely on springs and running
water from the water supply network, but also on nearly defunct washing machines (repurposed for
cleaning out intestines). Lifting the pig after slaughtering is no longer a matter of a sufficient number of
helpers coming for koline, but of the hydraulics of tractor attachments. These are but a few examples,
proving that this issue is gradually becoming dominated by technology, but the number of coordinated
teams that used to make sausages in a well-organised division of labour at traditional koline is falling.
One worker would fill intestines, another one shaped them into a snail-shaped scroll, the third one cut
them to size, a fourth one tied them and placed them somewhere for storage. Working according to the
principles of a production line, there was always a specific team chosen to make sausages. It is difficult to
put the equation mark between the above-mentioned findings, as differences still exist between regions,
even though throughout the country similar technologies and techniques are employed.

hile the zero-waste rule applied to traditional koline, this is no longer the case. Today the process is often
characterised by waste, an unknown issue in traditional times. Even the pig’s bladder and gullet were once
used as sausage casings. In only the worst-case scenario, would children use the bladder to make a ball.
With modern koline, there is the issue of unused skin, some parts of the guts; some even throw away
the intestines – and for a trivial reason –refusing to wash it, as it requires a lot of precision and effort.
Instead, they prefer to buy washed intestines. Unused pigs’ skins often trigger environmental questions

– with low buying-in price, many throw them away. One such case was documented in a newspaper article:
Drivers, cyclists and pedestrians on the road, connecting Maribor’s Brezje and Tezno, were
sad to see a pig’s skin, hanging on a signpost, and beginning to smell in warm weather. Envi-
ronmentalists have noticed that, in the woods, mostly along traffic routes, there are many
bags filled with this sort of waste, disposed of by people who make koline at home…99

A grand meal, a concluding celebratory feast, played an important role in the ritual of traditional koline.
Today, the festivity role has been replaced by lunch, as the slaughterer usually says goodbye after the
meal, and the remaining work is done by the family. Many villagers, not only those who had provided as-
sistance, were invited to traditional feasts. This was the key principle of circulation and koline-based
food supply for the entire community during winter. The feast featured an extensive menu, dominated
by dishes made from the meat of the slaughtered pig.100 Members of all generations used to sit as
equals around the same table, and division between the sexes, so typical of koline work procedures,
vanished. Joy mixed with toasting, singing and witty jokes. This concept would repeat itself in a matter
of days at the next house, and so forth, throughout the koline period. In Haloze and some other parts of
northeast Slovenia, the guests would bring gifts in the form of food and beverages that the host then
included on the grandly-set tables, together with koline meat products. After the celebration, these
food gifts were equally shared among the invited guests, and everyone else who had lent their hand. The
latter, the butchers and their assistants in particular, were rewarded slightly more generously, as we have
noted, as this was the pay in kind for their services. In terms of quantity and value, the highest reward
always went to the slaughterer. Slaughterers normally receive sausages and blood sausages, as well as 
a cut to make roast pork. They would normally also receive the pig’s skin, which they would sell on.
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n addition to rewarding all present with 
koline meats after the closing dinner, another
typical feature was delivering and handing out 
koline to certain individuals and families. These
koline gifts reflected much more the role of social
relations in rural, and also urban settlements. The
role was special in the sense of who was offered
koline by the pig slaughtering family. In the
town (of Kamnik), some people, including re-
staurant owners, supplied their neighbouring
farmers – purgers – with slops; from wealthy
homes, they were brought by maids. At slaugh-
ter time, these neighbours were always pre-
sented with koline. Otherwise, koline was
taken to the vet, which they sometimes refer-
red to with the Slovenized German word, 
“tirarct”. In Novi trg, koline was given to the
vet, and to the neighbours as exchange, be-
cause they gave it back on the next occasion.
In the suburbs, such as Perovo, koline was
given to the local priest and neighbours.101

This example shows that exchanging and giving
koline cannot be attributed solely to some limi-
ted, underdeveloped areas; instead it was a gen-
eral feature in the whole territory of Slovenia.
Depending on the degree of development, this
feature was preserved or is gradually disappearing
as part of the koline ritual. Giving koline meats
to some individuals, such as the priest, the vet,
the doctor, the teacher etc., was not considered by
either the givers or the recipients as remuneration
for a provided job or service, but as a means of
maintaining unequal relations between them and
the givers, a way of honouring them but also bind-
ing them as owing the giver a favour. As the recipi-
ents usually did not make their own koline, they
were unable to repay with an identical gift. Ha-
ving received koline, they became more
bound to return it in a different way, usually
with their professional service, for which
they had already received payment.102

Koline products as a gift, and its circulation in
Slovenia, was related to two types of economic
relations: Gift relations and market relations,
with the dominant presence of the latter in
modern times. Minnich103 also divides both types
of commerce or economies. He pursues the mat-
ter further; however, it needs some corrections.
He says that homemade pork and cured products
are only occasionally sold for cash, and rarely at 
a public market. Since 1987, when one of Minnich’s
disquisitions was published, things have changed
dramatically. Cured sausages, ham and other
cuts of home-slaughtered and smoked meats
are readily available at markets, especially at
themed markets or fairs, such as organic mar-
kets. Insufficient is also his interpretation that
the urban Slovenes, with no or limited 
access to an event or koline products, can
purchase sausages and ham and give them
as gifts, but when brought as such, they
would not qualify as koline. One little detail
should be taken into account here. The argument
is true of purchased and given cured meat pro-
ducts, but not at all of fresh and semi-durable 
koline meat products, otherwise referred to 
as a collective term koline. Koline are still
brought from rural to urban environments, as
part of extended family networks, and urban
Slovenes refer to it exclusively as koline. We
can also no longer accept for a fact the argu-
ment that koline, as an act of slaughtering,
and its product mark a sharp contrast with
non-rural and non-agrarian Slovene insti-
tutions.104 A review of the situation in Slovenia
has concluded that the sharpness of the con-
trast is largely blurred. More and more koline –
with all their special types and variations– are
taking place in urban spaces, which can indicate
the first examples of urban koline. This com-
pares with other agrarian activities taking place
in urban spaces in Slovenia.

xamples include urban gardening, urban 
apiculture, urban viticulture etc. We can agree
with Minnich’s opinion that giving koline as
presents (and thus their circulation) in Slovenian
society is limited to a range of financial and
social relations, and has its place in those
households where sows are reared and
slaughtered.105

After the feast, there was often a rule that each
participant and guest received an identical ko-
line gift. It usually included blood sausages;
offal was rare, as there was not enough of it for
all present. Similar applies to tenderloin or
prata. Equal gifts highlighted the equality of all
present, regardless of their position and role at
koline; they had probably helped with slaugh-
tering and meat processing, or they were just
guests at the feast. In the so-called “traditio-
nal society”, handing out koline to all present
and guests on all farms, regardless of their so-
cial position in the village, was basically a food
supply system in the economically, and food
most sensitive part of the year. Handing out
gifts was a routine, and only recently also strate-
gically planned, becoming selective and no
longer covering the entire population, but only
selected individuals and families. This phenome-
non coincides with the disintegration of the
autarchy of farms, when self-sufficiency in food
was no longer the top priority of their economic,
and indirectly also social, efforts. Compared to
other jobs on the farm, where more hired and/or
invited labour force was engaged, plus family
members, it was the gifts and their circulation
that made koline special.

For all other jobs, the host took care of food and
beverage during work and for the concluding
feast, while only in the case of koline were the
participants and guests presented with koline,
on top of the feast. Some pieces of koline were
distributed to other homes by the family mem-
bers.106 The system kept working as long as the
system of mutual help, work exchange and in-
terdependence of agricultural holdings and
households functioned. At the same time, it
proves that koline played not only an important
food supply role in wintertime, but also as the
guardian of social relations at the local level, or
within town limits, inside which feasts took place
upon their conclusion and koline gifts were given
away. The duration of this system in Slovenia
varied, depending on the area, its development
and transformation level, i.e. traditional cultural
structure. Modern individualisation of koline
seems to be a transitional development phase,
as some examples show that koline as public
events are becoming again a means of creating
completely new social relations and connections.
The impact of administrative rules,107 severely 
interfering with this modern course of develop-
ment, should not be neglected, which makes any
predictions about the future of koline uncertain.
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